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Whether the Nation's measurement system
should be changed, is a question stilt un-
resolved. GA0Ifas looked into the. subject
of metricjiiiinLcoriVersion to the metric ,

system of Measurement.- This report pro-
vides the CongresS, 4he.AdminiStration, the
newly formed U:S..;MetriC Bodtd, and in
turn all Afrierican4' with a better under-,
standing of the. issue's inifolved.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548

B- 140339

To the President of the Senate and the.
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report-discloses the 'implications if the United
States converts to the metric system of weights and mea..-
aures. ±Alsd, it discusses the conversion experiences of
other.countrieS.-

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and.AcCount-
rig-Ad.t,.1921 (,31 U.S.C.. 53).

h

.174i.are'ending copies of this:report to the Chairman
o. 6Wu.s:. Metric Board; DireCtor, Office of Management
and'iidgetl-thie Secretaries of. Commerce, TranSportation,
Treasury, and Health, Education, and Welfare; othei Federal'
and State government officials; and-Officials of associa-
tiOriscand private companies.

ComptrOicer General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE' CONGRESS

DIGEST

GETTING A BETTER UNDERSTANDING
OF THE METRIC SYSTEM- -
IMPLICATIONS If ADOPTED. BY
THE UNITED STATES

THERE IS A LOT INVOLVED IN CHANGE
/

With the exception of t,he United States and a
few small-countries, the rest of the world has
adopted or is in the'process of adopting the
metric system. So why shouldn't we, as a
Nation, join the,rest, of the world in adopting,/
this logical measurement system? Sounds rea-
sonable. Butt is' it?' Let's,take a look at
what is involved.

Metrication/ is much more than simply learning
and using,-'the metric system; related, 'ramifica-
tions include

-determining the best time to convert in
order to minimize costs; 42%.'

- -agreeing on' metric sizes;

- -designing, producing, ana.,building in metric
'dimendions;

-training personnel in,:inet

-- obtainingin ing me tr ic s)ippl ies ;

- -changing laws, rgulations, ordinances, arid
codes to accommodate the metric system;

-- informing customes about Metric products;
and

- -remaining'-c onipetitive in .the marketplace.

Converting/to the metr-icstem would
mean thinking, hearing, aM_,.,s-eeing thtngs
ifi Metrics--such_,as distances-in te'rmrbe
meters,/ volume in terms of liters, weight in
terms 53f grarns, and temperatures in Celsius.
It woad mean new sizes for screws- and bolts;
new distances on maps; new weights on scales;

:new Apeed4 limits on highways; new tools to

TjkShgfa. Upon removal; the 7report.
Over date shaUld be noted hereon.
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repair automobi1es and-other products; new
,sizes for beverages, food, and clothing; new
recipes in the kitchen; and rewised educational
materials. Of course, it does not mean that
all sizes, distances, and weights actually
would change (although .a great many would); but
the termigology and numbers used to express
them would. The changewouldknot necessarily
be sudden and complete.

Metrication would affect'Americans at work,
in school, at home, in shopping, and in their
leisure activities. Every organization, firm,
industry, and level of government would,feel
its impact.' The impact would-surprise many
Americans and affect them all in many and,
varied ways. NO,country with an economy and
population anywhere near the size,of.the United
States haa converted to the.Metric system.

A DECISION HAS' NOT"' BEEN MADE

Many believe a decision has already-been frtade
to adopt the'metrisystem in the United States
In fact many think. conversion is mandatory,
especially sMallApusineasest an, the general
public. Responses to GAO's gd stionnaires
shOwed that 42 percent of.the small businestes
and 30 percent of the bud:- clang and construction
associations, and 23 percent of the. people
contacted in a public opihion poll conducted
for GAO; :believed convefsiom to' the metric, sys7,
tem is mandatotyd Less an 2() percent' skneW,
what the national policy is. The passage of
the Metric Conversion.Act,of. 1975, with' its'
provision of establ!,shing a,U.S. Metric Board,
is cited by many as being" an offiCialnational
commitment. gust the name of the act connotes
conversion.. 1Despite opinions and statements
to the contrary, it'is not the current.United,
States policy to converfrom the present cus
tomary systern:to.the metric system.

.

The .1975 Act and its legislative history shot.; 7 -

the national police is not to prefer one system
over-the 'othex but to provide, for either: to
be ?redominant on the basis of the voluntary
'actions. of those affected.'

The Metric.Board's responsibility under, the
act is -td devise and carry Out' a broad program
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of planning,. coordination, and public eduCation,
'consistent with other ;national policy and inter-,
,ests, with the Om of implementing the3Olicy
set\forth in- the act. -4' It' is to serve as'a
focal point for. voluntary codversiops to the
metric system. The. Bpard,is not.to advocate
metrication but is to assist various sectors
when, and if they-choose to convert. At,the

, time this report. went to printithe Board had
not become fully operational.

THE INEVITABILITY SYNDROME

There is insufficient evidence to support or
refute the belief by some that conversion to
the metric system by theUnited States is
inevitable.

A majority of the large and small businesSes
and building and construction associations
responding to GAO's questionnaires believe
conversion to the metric system is inevitable
for.their industries. Also, a majority of.
State governments.pelPeve metrication is
inevitable for themselves.

These beliefs, as,much as any per s
principal

ived bene-
fit, have been a rincipal impet for conver-,
sion activity in the United 'Stat However,
as more people believe in inevit ility, and
convert because of this. belief, c nversion to
the metric 'system accelerates.

Several,factors and beliefs have contributed
to this inevitability syndrome including:,

- -Passage of the Metric Conversion Act of 1975
and its.major provision for a U.S. Metric-
Board. The mameof the act connotes conver-
sion.

- -Actions taken by some Federal agencies, suc'h
as the .Federal Highway. Administration Which
attempted to require conversion of highway,.
signs, the ,National Weather Service's plan
to.use theTtetric systeM for weather report-
ing, and the suggestion by the Department *
Of Agriculture .to oonvert meat and poultry
labels.

.%. y;
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-T4e decision to convert bay "some of the
"giants" of industry and the effect'on bus-
tomers and Suppliers.

.

- -The 101 National Bureau of Standards report
which-,stated that there was ho question that
the United States'should convert within a 10-
179.,ar period.

--lirOosed legislation in the early 197Us which
,

called fob a predominantly metric America with-

16 Y
- 6piut metric projectS and activi-
4, the distribution of metric infOrma-
fli n,and charts.

,..
w% .t- . ,

°-11* increase in metric-instruction in school
grams throughout the country with many

\'..,/tetting,target dates--1980 for 13 State's--
;7yWhen their school systems are to be teaching

, 4
;tile metric system .as the predominant system.

., ,,,,, ;
A °

.

-VOttiNTARY CONVERSION

,The United States has a, policy of allowing-
for luntary conversion--a choice of con--,
v ting or. not,converting. This has been

e policy
tem was authorized. During the intervening

since 1866 when the metri sys-

years, use ,of the metric system haS increased
somewhat.

;!/'

r

The Metric Conversion Act of 1975 provides
for a continuation of,the existing voluntary
policy', but the current policy has, been mis-
interpreted, and within this context, attempts
haveApeen made to convert to the metric .sys-
tem.. It would seem that as a minimum, before
voluntarily deciding to convert, there shoul0
be

clear undetstanding of the policy,

--knowledge of the costs and benefits in-
'volved,

4

--an assessment of the-impact ,on the sector
involved and any related sectors, and

determination of the impact bn consumers:.

iv



Any attempts to arbitrarily increase
metrication activity could seriously-under--'
mine existing policy and lead to .unnecessary
metrication: :Due7care, therefore, must be
exercised in carrying outithe policy.;

.SUPPORT /OPPOSITION AND
OVERALL ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Retponses to the auestionnabres sent out by
GAO.showed that the strongest support for

)

converting to the. metric,syttem'came from
education,afficials, State government

officialt, and the Fortune 500 industrial
companies. Building and construction asso-
ciationt'tupported 'conversion but hot as
widely as the above groups. Smaql busi-
nesses were diVided.in their opinion but
more were opposed,to metrication than sup-
ported it. The public opinion poll. conducted
for GAO showed most people in opposition to
metrication.. ,2

The respondents' support for conversion is not
based entirely on the belief that they will
gain tote advantage from converting. In all
cases more supported conversion than taw ad-
vantages for themselves.. Large businesses
were divided on 'whether advantages outweigh
.disadvantages for their firtt. Small busi-
nesses believe the disadvantages outweighed
the advantages for their firms.

However, when asked.about the advantages and
disadvantages for the JUn'ited: States overall,
both groups shifted tb,a more positive opinion:
on advantaget..

Thut the question arises as to just who bene-
fitsto make it worthwhile for the United
States to,convrt to the metric system.

BENEFITS ARE QUESTIONABLE

Most of the ascribed benefits are goals, such
as standardization and rationalization, which
have alwayt existed and have been achieyed toy
varying degrees under the customary system.
Metrication is being viewed by proponents as
the opportunity,to achieve these goals (to a
greater, degree). In order to achieve

. _
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improvemkts.or benefits sought, the conversion
must bea hard conversion--a change in prod-
uct dimensions, rather than a soft conversion,
using metric equivalents. However, actually.
achieving the benefits is 'questionable, and
their value is generally. undeterminable.

The often ascribed benefit that the metric eys-
tem is easier to use and results in fewer errors
is generally but not universally accepted.

Some view metrication as ansopportunity to im-
prove production efficiencies, facilitateotech-
-nologicaIadvance*s, and make other worthw le
changes. \Respondents to GAO's business ques-
tionnaires\generally disagreed with such
views. While metrication might provide the
opportunity or vehicle for such changes, there
is no assurance of achieving them.

Present sizes have developed over'the years
in the marketplace to meet demand. For some
products, industry officials believe that
most of these sizes meet their needs. Substan-
tial standardization and rationalization
have been achieved under the present customary
system and is a continuing, goal,

There.is little doubt that increased standardi-
zation and rationalization could result in
benefits, although this objective could be.
achieVed using the customary eystem .Proponents
'view'metrication-ae anopportunity.or'vehicle
to achieve the results,:buthe,cost involved
isunknown. Metrication would result in dual
inventories of custOmary'and metric sizes,for
a considerable number of.years. This "would be
a very critical problem for many industries/
suppliers, and retailers and would cost an
undeterminable amdunt. ,Only, after the period
of 'dual inventories has elapsed would it be
known whether increased standardization and
'rationalization had resulted and at what costs.

Some persons Claim that consumers will benefit
because price compariSons.will be easier to make
with the metric system. The preMise depends.
OR the willingness' and ability of'producers -

to; change to rational series. of size oweVer,
it is. quite likely that changes t Orient .

laws acd regulations would.be needs
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It may be that the increased use of unit pricing
would be of greater benefit to consumers than
converting many sizes to.metric. Unit pricing
would facilitate price comparisons, be easier
to understand, is not degendent.on the use of
standard or rational sizes which can be'dif-,*
ficult and costly to achieve, and,wodld per-

.

mit producers to make their products in sizes
relating to their needs.

For most.cOnsumer products and for activities,
such as sports (except those involved in inter-
national records), no major benefits would
occur to either producers, consumers; or par:
ticipants and spectators by converting to
the metric system. Many consumer products
are not exported to other countries; producers
of those that are seem to have little prob-
lem with the measurement system used. Other
countries exporting products to the United -

Skates change the sizes of their products ,

to 'U.S. sizes when necessary.

COST WILL BE INCURRED

The total cost of metrication is undeterminable
in spite of various estimates that have been
cited in the last decade by various organizations
and individuals. -These estimates vary wide*
and Often are not based on, detailed analyses
of the factors involved. They generally are
low or high depending on the conversion experi-
ence of those providing tbese figures and
their position on converting or not converting
to'the metric system.

Some of the major cost areas include training
and educating people; converting computer sys-
tems, data bases, and standards; changing laws,
regulations, ordinances, and codes; maintaining
dtal inventories; purchasing hand tools; chang-
ing product sizes; and familiarizing consumers
with metric terms.

However, based on the limited cost data that
was available to GAO and the input from.
various-rePresenfatives from,,a wide spectrum
of organizations thrOughout'the country, the
cost' willibe significant--in the billions

Tear Sheet
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of dollars. .But whatever the cost, it appears
it will-sbe passed on to consumers.

BEVERAGE 'CASE STUDY.

The Ipeverage industry provides a.unique early
opportunity to look at metric conversions,in
the United States, particularly with respect
to the effect on consumers. -.pme'segments'
are totally converting, some'partiallyand
the remainder are inactive or simply placing,
metric equivalents on their product labels.
Some conversions made *y,the beverage indus-
.try.may have benefited consumers and the. in.-
dustry. But other conversionsand related' ,

actions have been harmful to consumer interests..

.The wine and distilled'spirits-industries are
totally converting their prodUcts to metric
sizes for marketing reasons. -ThexOnversion
period for wines will be complete by January 4.,
-19.79, and fordistilled.spirits January 1,
1980.

Following the favorable s'ales experiencs by
one soft drink producer, several other major
producers have introduced metric, sizes ip
many areas of the country,. usually when new
containers are introduced. Ite soft drink
industry had, not'planned an overall petric.con-'
version in the near future.

The beerindustry sells all its products in
customary sizes and did not plan to convert
to metric sizes, :Some brewers, however, show .
metric equixialents on their labels. The in-
dUstrysees no conVersion benefits., only costs.

Most. milk .containers-shoW metric equivalents,
but. all milk is still sold in rational. custo7
mary:sizes. The industry has no plans to
convert to metric sizes and sees no benefits
in. doing so.
/.

While further adoption of rational package
'sizes is a laudable' objective for beverages,
it islone that could be achieved without con-
verting to tike metric system, as with milk.

Metric proponents have stated that consumers
will benefit if ration?" metric sizes are

viii



adopted which would make price comparisons
easier. However, GAO's study of the beverage
industry showed that this would not necessarily
be.

Most wines and distilled spirits that were
Converted to metric sizes experienced unit

° price increases of up to 11 percent greater
than those that did not.. convert. It, was in
the-metric sizes ,that price comparisons are -*
tare most 'difficult to make that the highest
price increases took place.

While the impaa of the wine and distilled,
spirits conversions on &insulter, prices has,1
been largely citrimental so far,, it remains:
to be seen whether,the practice of increasing
prices of converted products Continues through
the rest of the conversion periods. It must
also be kept in mind that GAO conducted its
price study in locations where there is some
price control. "4

On the other hand, the sofdfink indtstry has .

begun marketing some of its'ptoducts in rational
metric sizes. If thiS.trend continues and a
complete conversion' is made to metric sizes,,
price comparisons should be easier.for consum-
ers. It has been stated, -at leasein.dome'
instances, that prices, were not. increased
when conversion occurred. However,'CAO was._
unable to 4ndependentiverify the actual pric-

_ing of soft drinks.'

EFFECT' ON. TRADE IS UNCERTAIN

Because most count4es us ojr are converting
to the metric systek, the'United Statel cannot
deny-the existence of the system or prohibit'
its use. However,,a multitude of factors
affect world trade; and the.business respond-
ents to GAO'g'questionnaires'and exporters

i

and importers contacted by the National Bureau
of Standards n its study'consideribd the meas-
urement system used to be of minor importance.

A majority-(60 percent) of the largest U.S.
industrial businesses--the Fortune 500--%4ho
responded to GAO's questionnaire believecicon-
version would facilitate trade -through af5ommon
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measurementqanguage, but over 80percent ;4'

indicated they did not expect any signifiCant
change in either exports or imports asa
result o/gsonversion." A majority of the
firms regpOnding cited factors, such as com-'
petitive prices, high quality, superior
technology, and good repUtation and reliability,
as being of m'ajOr significance in,promotinq
exports. Engineering standards,and the design
and manufacture' of products in,either metric
or customary units were considered to be of
major significance in-promoting trade by rela-
tively few of t4:respondents. Lest than 5
_percent of the respondents considered measure-.
ment units to b'e of major significance' in
deterring trade.

American firms have been trading for centuries
with,countries that (1) use- arious measurement
systems, (2) have different requirements and
laws that must be complied with, and (3) speak
different languages. ,Information was :not
available on the extent that other countries
have adopted and use the entire international
metric system. GAO found no evidence to show
that the Nation's trade would be significantly
affected by converting to the metric system
or remaining with the customary system.

THE DECISION TO BE MADE

A matter to be considered is whether the use
of the metric system throughout the world
warrants the effort and expense needed to con-
vert our day-to-day affairs, such as highway
speed limits, consumer products,,and weather
reporting, into metric measures.

There is no question that one - .system should
be predominant because the existence of a
dual system for any. length of time is imprac-
tical, inefficient, uneconomical, and confus-
ing. It is not too late to make the decision
as to which system is to be-predominant. The
decision is not an easy-one because valid
national conversion costs and the value of any
benefits are not available.

Since a decision will affect every American for
dgeades to come, GAO believes the decision,
Wbich is to continue with the current policy

13
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or change it, should be made by the
representatives of the people--the Congress.

GAO believes that this report will provide
, valuable information-on metrication and the
issues involved to the CongresS', the Adminis- .

tration, the newly formed U.S. Metric Board,
and to the American, people. The results of
GAO's work is Contained in a detailed report
(CED-78-128) and is summarized in an Executive.
Summary (CED-78-/28a).

AGENCY COMMENTS-AND GAO'S EVALUATIONS

In commenting on GAO's report, the U.S.
Metric Board's Ad Hoc Committee stated that
the report contained detailed information
on the status of volunttary conversion in
many sectors of the economy which will be
used by the Board. However, the Board dis-
agreed.with some aspects of the report which
are discdssed in detail in the Executive Sum-
mary and in chapter 31 of the basic report.

; Tear Sheet

The report contains recommendations to the U.S.
Metric Board and the Office of Management-and
Budget to help implement the current national
policy.in.accordave with the.1975 Act and its
legislative histoeY. The report also contains
a number of recommendations regarding other
specific measurement activities.
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METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS.

Approximate Conversions to Metric Measures

Symbol When You Know Multiply by To Find Symbol

44
LENGTH

in incheS 2.5 centimeters cm
ft feet 30 centimeters cm -a 7
yd. yards 0.9 meters # .

m
mi miles "...: 1.6 e kilometer) km

ink

ft2
yd?
mil

4.

square inches
square feet
square yards
square miles
acres

AREA

'6.5 - square centimeters cm7
0.09 square meters m2

0.8 square meters m2

2.6 square kilometers . km2
0.4 hectares ha

MASS (weight)

oz ounces 28 grams g
lb pounds 0.45 kilograms kg

short tons 0.9 metric tons t
(2000 lb) '

.. VOLUME

tsp. teaspoons 5

Tbsp tablespoons 15
fl oz fluid ounces 30
c cups 0.24
pt pints 0.47
qt quarts 0.95
gal gallons 3.8
ft3 cubic feet 0.03
yd3 cubic yaircis 0.76

TEMPERATURE (exact)

Fahrenheit . 5/9 (after Celsius
temperature subtracting temperature

32)

milliliters mL

o milliliters mL

milliliters mL

liters'
liters
liters
liters
cubic meters.
cubic meters

L

m3 .

m3

so

Co,

Note: This chart is based on National Bureau of Standards' publications.



Approximate Conversions from Metric Measures

-4Syhbol When You Krow Multiply by. .

mm

cm
m
m

km

cm2

m2

km
2

ha

ee

milliliters
centheeteri
metal
meters
kilometers,

LENGTH

To Find,

0.04 inches
0.4 inches
3.3 feet

' 1.1 yards
0.6 .;. mite,

AREA

square centimeters 0.16
,aqbare rtriers 1.2
square kilqmeters 0.4
hectares (10 000 m2) 2.5

MASS (weight)
4s *,ti

grams
kilograms

metric tens /1000 kg)
s

1 0.035
2.2
1.1

VOLUME

milliliters 0.03
liters 2.1
liters.
liters 0.26

cubic meters 35 .

cubic meters 1.3

TEMPERATURE (exact)

°C Celsius
temperature

Symbol

1.4 in
in
ft

yd
mi

l' square inches in2,
square yards yd2

square miles t mil
acres

Ounces
pound
short tons .

b

flUid ounces
pints,
quarts
gallons
cubic feet
cubic yards

ffz
*pt
qt

gal.
ft 3

yd3

9/5 (then. Fahrenheit
add 32) temperature

°F

of
32 98.6 212

I 1

40 Li 11111 le I? III 101

0 . 80 120 160 200

4 2a 40 so 8 0 100 .

.37 t '°C

Note:: This ch i based on National Bureau of Standards'
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INTRODUCTTON'

The United: States is >moving toward adopting the metric
system Qf measurement without .a clear understanding \of what
is involved in metrication and whether the ascribed benefits
can be redlisticaliY- achieved. The issge 'of whether .the\
United States .sho'uld' adopt the metric Ostem has, not been
resolVed. The, public"is not yet fully 'aware of the per- ?

sonal impact on them, and the `business Cothinubnity.-In general,-
especially small bus,inesses, does not realize the full impact
on their operations

The4"terms meter., liter, and gram are appearing, sometimes
alone. but often with, their "cousint;" the foot, quart ,,,,and
ounce. The lattet ter'ms'-:are the most ° familiar 'to .Airier icans.
and are par t: of -what _is commonly ref rred to as' the. c'ustomar'y
system of weights land "measures. M er , 'liter',' and gram 'are
part of the metric system. When you hear or ,se temperature
in degrees Celsius, it is also% part of ;the' Metrigstem.'
Use of the metric systemds- increasing but the customary 6y-s.;-..
tem is by far the, most predominant in the United. States.

, o. . . . I.4 rie meter iik a1ightily longer than a yard--about 1.1 '-
yards, or about.',3i9 inches. The gram weighs about the ,Same ii
a paper clip and it takes slightl more than 2.8 grads to
equal an ounce.' Thelit,e,t is about 6 percent more than a
quart. 'Under Celsius water frO'ezes, t.0 crather than12 der,
grees, the body temperature is 37 rather .than.-98.6 degrees, :.
and water, boi1.8 at ,iao rathek than 212 degrees

11
_

Almdst since- its inc,eption',..the United States has don7.
sidered 'adopting the metr itt :syStemin one forth or .ah,other aq&

nationalational meaiurement system. 'Its" use was offidially'z,f
authorized ovelC10. years ago. 'Theire' have bdep several Major
movements to. replage the customary systerrk, with the metric
'system, But all such attempts have failed. .However, the
'latest effort, 'which b4tgan more than .20, years ago, is begin-
ning to hakre-soi-i\e iinpa6t. '."

.

Persons Who use, the liettic;,system seein.:- to like it and
have fevi.,prolalems with it gut metrication is 'much more
than simply learn-Mg *-id using..the metric system. Metri-, ,cation includes et nermiing the best time_ to convert in order
producing, and building in -metric dimensions; tnairri g.
to minimize do s; agreeihg-bn metric,. sizes; designi f, ai ,. 'i

e personnel: in the ric,v.obtain,ing metric supplies; changing laws,
.deg -ulations, x inances, and codes, to accommodate the metric
system; informins customers about metr is produc,ts; and .re--
maining compet)tiVe--fn the marketplace. .-, (

.. . 4, .

. i
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There areactually two types of'conversion, hard and
sot .,Sof;t'cbmversion means replacing customary measurement
,units with' eauivalent metric units without any%changes.in
the size of products, materials, or structures. Oneiquart,
for instance, becomes 0.95 liters. Hard conversion means a

-change"in the 'actual dimensionsof products, materials, or
structures to' metric dimensions--1 quart is replaced by'l liter
which' iis 1.06. qtAarts. generally, hard conversion resbits in
rounded metric*Umbers which are easier to work with

. ConvertOgito the metric system would eventually mean
thinking, h inch, and seeing distances in terms of metees,
vol in s o liters,%weights i4;terms of grams, and tem-
pera elsius. It.would mean new sizes for screws and
bol Astdnces on maps, newweighlks om scales, new' speed

ghWays,,-and new automobilesrepair automobes and
cts. It.would also mean new sizes for%beverages,

clothing;% new recipes in the jcitchen; and revisions .
ibnal materials. Of course, it does,not mean that
4 dibtances, and weights actually would change, al-
great' many sGould; but the terminology anenumbers

express them would. Metrication would.probab1y be
comb,inatiOn of soft and hard conversion. The-change o.

ould not necessarily be sudden and c8Mplete.'

Achange to the metric system wouldspe significant% Met-
rication would: affect Amer cans at work, in school-, at hpme,
in shopping',.and in their'leisure activities. Every. organiiar-

'tion, firm, industry, and revel of government would 'feel its
'impact. The impactcould'surprise many Americans. ,

If conversion is to take' place, Aritericans must be kept
fully informed of-what is 'taking place, 'Why-the changes are
being made, who benefits, who pays,'and how it will affec
them. We have looked into the subject of metrication to p
vide._ the Congress, the Administration, the Metric Board,'
and im turn all Americanswith a better understanding of
these and the other issues involved. ", .

GENERAL SCOPE OF STUDY

We discussed' metrication with numerous officials of
'trade associations, individual companies, Federal and State
governments, and other Organizatiens in the various sectors of

society.. Questionnaires Were mailed to 1,400 small
)businesses, the 500 largest industrial corporations, all

4. State governments and State educational agencies, and 400
associations in the building and construction industry. We

'-Ciontracted with a public opinion polling organization to ob-
'% Cain consumer views on the metric system. Relevant.legisla-

.tipn an&available documents on metrication were reviewed.
- .
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We also discussed metrication with officials of'Canada's
)metric commission, the United Kingdom's metrication,board,
-and with several British and Canadian industry representa-
tives. Available documents on metrication'edn Australia,
Canada; New Zealand, and the United Kingdom were reviewed.

Further, we had a group of consultanls knowledgeable in.
various fields but having different views o,n metrication

.review our tentative findings and conclusiOns The positions
taken in thi§report, however, are those ultimately arrived
at by us.. Following is a listing of theseconsultants and
their affiliption at the time we consulted with them.

§rl

. George Ecklund, Director, OffiCe of Economic
IResearch, U.S. International Trade Commission

--Mr. Thomas A. Harrigan, Administrative Assistant to.
the International Secretary, International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers /

-Dr. Robert Johnson; Vice President Engineering,
Burroughs Corporation

--Dr. Lee Richardson president-, Conaumer Federation
of America

--Mr. Roy P. Trowbridge, Director
,

General Motors Corporation
Engineering Standards,

Robert C. Turner, Professor, Graduate School o
usiness, Indiana University 1

We wish\to expres; our atpreCiation to those, both in
the private and public sectors, that helped us during the
course of ourstudyu They are-too numerous to thank person-
'ally. The associations, companies, organizations, and govern-
mental agencies who contributed.information for this report.
are listed in Annex I of the detailed report.

HE METRIC DEBATE
Ar

The issues basically, center around .the advantages and
disadvantages and the costs and benefit,s. Which outweighs
the other? The debate has been going on almost since the
Nati'on's birth. The answers are complex and in most cases

°undeterminable. It is very difficult to determine the
answers for a-single firm, letalone an industry. To answer
the question for a nation with 218 million people with the
largest ecopomy in the' world, is even more difficult, partic-
ularly when pertinent data is-unaVailable. The following are
the generally ascribed advantages and disadvantages.



Ascribed advantages

The ascribed-advantages frequently attributed to metric
conversion generally relate to one or more of the following.

--The metric system is a better measurement,systeml

=-The United States would join the rest of the world
in a ,common measurement language.

--Conversion would help improve or maintain the U.S.
fbreign trade position.

process.of converting would provide opportunities
for worthwhile, changes:

-- Conversion would stimulate the economy.

--Conversion is inevitable and would cost more later.

Ascribed disadvantages

The ascribed disadvantages frequentlTattributed to metric.
conversion generally relate to one or more of the following.

--The customary systeM is a better measurement system.

-- Conversion would be enormously expensive.

- -(bnversion would cause confusion.

- -Conversion would hurt:the U.S. economy.

.--There is no need to convert to the metric sysi.em:

NATIONAL BUREAU'OF STANDARDS METRIC STUDY

After 10 years of similar bills being considered in the.
Congress, the. Metric Study Act (Public Law 90-472) became
law in August 1968. The act called Upon the Secretary of
Commerce to.

--determine the impact on the United States of the in
creasing use of the metric system;

--consider the desirability and practicability of in-
creasing its use in the United States;

--study the feasibility of retaining and promoting engi-
neering standards on the basis of the customary system;

- 4 -



-examine the effects on international trade, foreign
relations,_national security, and also,the practical \
difficulties of greater use of the metric system; and\

--evaluate the costs and benefits,of alternative courses
of action that the United States might take.

0
As the metric study which was assigned to the National \y

Bureau of Standards (NBS.) progressed, the ,tddy group conclu- \

ded that the United States is' already dndreasing-its use of
the metric system and that sooner' or later the. United States
will probablTbecome predominantly metric. *Thus; the study's
major thrust changed from whether the UnitO States should
convert to the metric system to how--planned or unplanned.

In July 1971 the Secret4ry of Commerce issued his report,
"A METRI,C*,AMERICA, A Decisioh Whose Time Has Come." The re-
port stated that eventually the 'United States will join the
rest of the _world in using tte metric system as the predomin-
ant common language of measurement. The basis for this con-
clusion was that the Uhited States is alreadY metric in some
respects, that it is becoming more so; and that the great
majority of businessmen, educators, and other informed par-
ticipants in the study reported that the increased use'of the
metric system is in the best interest of the Nation. The
specific recommendations in the report were:

--The United States should change to the international
metric system deliberately and carefully through a co-
ordinated national program.

-=The Congress should establish a central coordinating
body to guide the chanse.

. '

- -Detailed conversion plans,and timetables should be
worked out by the sectors themselves within this
framework.

7-Early priority shouldbe given &educating school-
'children and the public at large to think in metric
terms.

- -Immediate steps should be taken by the Congress to
foster U.S. participation 41 international standards
activities.

- -Any conversion costs should "lie where they fall,."
1

- -The-Congress should establish a 10-year time frame
for the United States to become predominantly metric.

--There should be a firm govprnment commitment to convert.

- 5 -
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. .

The report's recommendations did not settle the metric
question. Bills tb impleMent-the recommendations were de-
bated in the Cohgress fOr the next several years; none,were
passed. Although the advantages and disadyantages of metric.

.conversion for the. United States were still an issue, kmajor
area of controversy was the impartiality and completeness of
the Nas metric'study. The critics, which included former
members of the study group and its advisory panel, contended
that.NBS was biased in-favOr:of conversion while perforMing

-,the study and reporting the results. .The critics .did not
belieVe $hatthe study adequately addressed the Costs and
benefits of converting.

.
,

\.

-1 L.

WHAT. IS THE NATIONAL-POLICY7: ''

ManYIDople and,. organizations believe a decision haS
already been made to adopt the metric systeM'in the United
-ptates.. Passage of the Metric ConverSion Act .of 1975,
with its majorprovision,of establishing a U.S.. Metric Board,
is cited by many as being the official fitiOnal commitment.
Just the, name of the act connotes conversion. The, number of
firms convey ing, is,pointed-to as evidence of the trend
toward the m ttic system, although our work,shOwed this
activity appears nOt:,t6:be as significant as is generally
believed.. Despite opinions and statements to thecontrary,
it is not the"United States' policy to convert to the metric
system.

_

J.,

Metric conversion legislation was AsSed in the Senate
in 1972 providing fora predominantly metric America within
a 10-year-period.. But when introduced in the.House, no action
was taken. In the following-years, Various UnsuccessfuLieg7
ielative prcpbsals:were discussed. Further progresS-wasnot
'made until 1975 vheh the provisions for a predominantly metric
America within 10 years was dropped.

. -; .- ,:

On December .23:1975,the Metric Conversion Act of 1975
Was enacted Aeclaring that

.-,

"* * * the policy of the United States shall be to
'coordinate and_plan the increasing use of the met,'
ric system in the United. States and to establish a
United States Metiic Board to coordinate the volun-
tary' conversion to the metric system."

The act does not provide a national commitment to convert to .

the metric system. It oes not stipulate whether the customary
or metric system should be the predominant measurement system
for use-in the United Sat s. The act and its legislative
history show the national olicy is not to prefer one system
over the other, but to provide for either to be predominant



on the basis,of the voluntary actions,of those affected:
Thus, a national .decision has not been made to convert toy'`
the,metrid system.

The Metric Board's responsibility under the act is to
devise and_cariy'out a bro,ad program of planning, coordina-
tion, and public. educition, consistent with other'national
Tiolicy)and interests, with the aim of implementing the poliCy
set forth in the act..It is to serve 0 a fecal point,for
voluntary conversions to the metric system. The Board is not
to advocate metrication but is to assist various ectors whenan i , t ey chooseto conv rt. At-t e time this report went

, 7 to print( the Board had not ecome.fully'operational. All
:17 members of the Board were nominated by theresident.and
were confirmed by the Senate during the first half of:1978.
Several Board meetings have been held.

TWnational policy 1.S not generally understood. About
80-'perdent Of small bysinesse8 and the general public we' .

contacted either do not know what'the national policy is-
oc.think conversion is mandatory--. However', about 70'per-
cdnt of the largest businesses did know that,the national.
policy is one.of voluntary conversion. There havevteen num,.
erblismisstatementsmade throughOUt'the country not only about
the polioy but about the various aspects Of metrication
itself.' Actions by a number of individuals and organizations,
including some multinational firmS and agencies of the Fed."'
eral Government, give the impression.of a national .commitment
to a'mettic America. The metric system is being taught in .9
at least-half.the Nation's school districts. When parents
learn about,the'additional emphasis on teaching their_'Children-
the metric system in school, a natural tendency: is to believe
that.the NatiOn is converting.

IS CONVERSION VOLUNTARY OR MANDATORY?

Under the present'national policyjconversiOn to the met-
ric system is to be."voluntary"--those involved can decide
for themselves whether or not to convert. In other countries
that are-converting, "voluntary" means that the various sectors
voluntarilyagree.on how and when to convert within the over-all parameters of a national commitment to convert.to the pre-,dominant-or sole use of the metric system durillg a specific
period of time, usually wein 10lrears or less. In other
countries voluntaiy was n a.choide of whetherto convert
orsnot, as it is in the United States.

In the abSence of a national policy favoring either sys-tem, it is extremely important who makes the voluntary deci-
f,sion for each sector. Realistically, however, voluntary does
inot mean that each person can make an individual determination.



C

'Generally the lare and.influential organizations;-both public
am private', are making or are helping to make the decisions..
A manufacturer may decide to convert and this voldfitary-di-
sion may result in forced or mandatory conversions by others:hi. t

sucks as customers and suppliers A customer may choose to
...buy, or not-buy'a

'and

produdt, but only if aware that the
product is metric and that a nonmetric'product is available.

. / .

The voluntary aspect is particularly important when a
YFederal, State, or local government agency voluntarily takes
or proposes metric conversion action which change the meas-'
urement,gystem used by- large portions of the general public.
Thus, a,voluntary'decision by goyernment, in effect, becOmes-
mandatory, bn.the generalApublic..-For instance, the highway
sign conversion plan proposed in J977 showed*.that the Federal

ti HighWay Administration "voluntarilr decided that all road
Signs would be metric. Sudh a decision, howeverwould make
it °mandatory" on States, localities, motorists, and others.
After tecbivinq national attention, the plan was rescinded
basically because of congressional and Byblic outcry.' It is

. questionable whether the Federal Highway Apinistration has
tpe authority to reauire such a,eweeping' hange,which would
cost Millions of dollars and result -in apparent benefits.

;The decisions by some giant multia al firms to con-
Vert have an impact or ripple'effect on :Suppliers
because of the multinationals' orders fo is items, pro-
ducts, or supplies. The suppliers, unless they can forego
continued business with these firms, will have' to produce
metric productg and may eventually convert their entire opera-
tions-to Retric. This is happening today in the automobile
industry ;There the suppliers are4illing metric orderg from
the automobile manufacturers. Whdther the suppliers will
completely convert their operations will only be known over
a period of time, but it is certain that at least some of
their operations will be converted. It must be kept in mind
that of those giant multinationals that decided to convert,
most made their decision,when it appeared that national leg--\

islation would be passed providing for a predominantly metric
America within 10 years.

Many think .conversion is mandatory, egpecially,Smali
businesses end the general public. Responses to our ques-
tionnaires showed that 42 percent of the small businesses
and 21.percent of the people contacted in a public opinion
poll conducted for us believed conversion to thd metric sys=
tem is mandatory. ,In fact, less than 20 percent know what
the national policy is

'- Actions-by Federal agencies, multinational firms, educa-
tors, and others aided by a general feeling of inevitability

8, 26



and misstatements about metrication throughout the country
tend to forgea,metric policy for the entire,Nation. A poli-
cy to-convert tothe metric system should be made by the
representatives of the people- -the Congress. It'appeatS to
us that under the present policy and the-current trend of
events, the United States will eventually become a predominant-
ly metric country.

Current policy has been misinterpreted and within this
context attempts have been made to convert to the metric
system. It would seem that as a minimum, before voluntarily
deciding to convert, there should be

--a clear understanding'of the policy,

- -knowledge of the costs and benefits involved,

- -an assessment of the impact on the sector involved
and any relatedsectors, and

--a determination of the impact on consumers.

Any attempts to arbitrarily increase metrication activity,
could seriously undermine existing policy and lead to .un.-
necessary metrication: Due care, therefore, must be exer7
cised in carrying out the'policy.

THE. INEVITABILITY SYNDROME

A majority of the -large and small, businesses and build-
ing and construction associations responding tootir question-
naires believe conversion to the metric system is inevitable
for their industries. Adso, a majority of:State.governments
believe metrication is inevitable for themselves. These be-
liefs, as much as any perceived benefit,' have been.a princi-
pal impetus for conversion activityrin the 'United States.
Conversion may well become inevitable because people think
it's inevitable--a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Several factors and beliefs have contributed to this
Jinevitability syndrome:

--Passage of the Metric Conversion Act of 1975 and its
major provision for a U.S. Metric Board. Just the name
of the act connotes conversion.

--The United States is the only major nation not con-
verted or committed to using the metric system.

--Actions taken by some Federal agencies, such as the
Federal Highway Administration which attempted to
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WeqUire conversion of highWay signs; the National'
eather Service's plan to use the metric system for
weather .reporting;. and the suggestion by.the. Depart-
nent of Agriculture to convert meat and poultry labels.

- -The decision to convert by some o4the "giants" of n-.
dustry and the effect on customers and supplier's.

- -The.1971 NBS report which stated that there was no
'question that the United States should convert within
a 10=yipar period.

- -Proposed legislation in.the early 1970s which Called
for-a predominantly metric America within 10 years.

- ublicity about metric projects and activities and
he distributign of metric information and charts.

- -The ,increase in metric instruction in school pro-
grams throughout(the country with many setting target
dates--1980 for 13 States=-when their school systets
are to-be teaching the metric system as the'predomi-
nant system.

- -Federal grants for metric education.

- - Activities of the American National Metric Council
established in 1973,bythe American National Standards
Institute to'coordinate metrication for industry.

Action should be taken to ensure that. metrication does
not occur merely because it is thought to be inevitable,:which
.isapparently what:is taking place today. The national po -,

as established by the Congress, is that conversion is
voluntaryi,. Businesses or other entities generally should
convert if it is in their best interests to do so, or they
may continue to use the customarySystem and should, not embark
upon a.course of.conversion merely for the sake of conversion.

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION AND OVERALL
ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES.

Responses to our. questionnes showed that the strongest,
support for converting to the metric system came from State
education OffiCials, State'government officials, and the For-
tune 500 industrial companies. Building and construction as-.
sociations supported conversion but not,as.widely as the'
above groups. Small businesses were. divided with slightly

:Imore being opposed.to metrication than supporting it. The
public opinion poll'showed, most people in-oppositibn to .

metrication'..

- 10 -
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The respondents' support for conVersion, is not based
entirely on the belief that they will gain some advantage
from converting. More supported conversion than saw-advan-
tages for themselves. Infact, 1 rge businesses were di-
vided on whether advantages outwei h disadvantages for their
firms (slightly more saw it as an a antage). The reaction
of small businesses was more pronounced in that more believe
the disadvantages oftweighed the'advantages for their firms.

However, when asked about the advantages and Sisadvan-
tages for the United States overall, both groups significantly
shifted to a more positive opinion on advantages. A majority
o.f the large businesses believed the advantages to be greater
than the disadvantages, and more of the small business res-'
pondents believed conversion would be adyantageous than dis-
advantagedus.

Thus, the question arises as to just who benefits to
make it worthwhile for the United States as a Nation to
convert to the metric system. (See ch. 5.).

IMPACT ON INDUSTRY AND THE PUBLIC

Trade

Both metric proponents and opponents are concerned about
the impact of metrication on U.S. trade. Proponents cite the
necessity for the United States to convert to the metric Sys-
tem to compete in a woild.market that is becoming moreand
more metric. They cite dollar losses in exports because the
Country is not metric'and often advance the loss of trade as
one of the principal reasons'for conversion. Opponents fear
that conversion will resule in substantial costs which will
make foreign goods relatively cheaper, resulting in increased
imports and the loss clf.U.S. jobs....-,However, the 'effects o.f
metrication are uncertain.

The effects of metrication in promoting or deterring trade
Are considered to be relatively insignificant: The 1971 NBS
metric study on trade concluded that the measurement factor is
relatively insignificant in promoting (or deterring) either
exports or imports.. That conclusion'was based-pn a survey
of exporters and importers of measurement-sensitive goods.
The exporters indicated reputation and reliability., superiai
technolify, and high quality of products as the three most
import t factors promoting sales abroad, while noncompetitive
prices, strong local and third country competition, and
high tariff duties and shipping costs were indicated as impor-
tant deterring factors. U.S. importers regarded competi /ive
prices as the most important factor promoting. imports, while



0(ortant aeterring.factors included no technological advantage,
no qualitadvantage; and high.prices.

A majority (60.percent) of the largebt U.S. industrial
businesses--the Fortune 500--who responded to our question-
naire believed conversion would facilitate trade through a
common measurement language, but over 80-percent indicated
they did not, expect any significant change in either exports
or imports as a result of conversion. A majority of the
firms responding cited fktors-such as competitive prices',
high quality, superior technology, and good reputation and
'reliability as being of major significance in promoting ex-
ports.' Engineering .standards and the design and manufacture
of products in either metric or customary units were consid-'
ered to be of major significance in promoting trade by relai-
tively few of the respondents. Less than 5 percent of the
respondents considered measurement units to be a Tajor signif-
icande in.deterring trade.

Respondents from the farm and industrial equipmen't sec-
tor--a sector recognized as being prominent in metric conver-
sion--and discussions with selected companies in this sector
revealed essentially the same position. That is, the measure-
ment units were relatively insignificant'in either promating
or deterring exports.

t

We believe the exten't. to which U.S. trade will be. affec-
ted, either in the short or. long term, by a decision to be-
come predominantly metric or to remain predominantly customary
cannot be determined at this time.- However, the effects of
'metrication in promoting or deterring trade appear to be rel--
atively insignificant and "Companies in the forefront of met.
rication appear to be pursuing conversion_for reasons other
than a possible favorable.impact on trade. (See ch. 4.)

Standards

Engineering standards'serye as the keystone to indus-
trial and product development. Broadly speaking, engineering
standards are agreements that specify characteristics of
things or the way things are done.

Standards use in the United States is essentially a
vbluntary matter. No one is obligated to adhete to a standard
unaess it is incorporated into a law or regulation or speci-
fied in a contract.

Companies or industries which decide to metricate will
haVe to review their engineering standards to.determine
whether to metricate existing standards; develop new metric
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standards;,or adopt metric standards of other industries,
organizations,-or countries.(

.

U.S. engineering standards are among the'bes in the.
world and are based largely on the Customary sy tem. In sev-
eral instances, such as in the akospace and. petroleu indus-
tries, U.S. standards havz,been either adopted by inter tional
organizations or used internationally.. Most foreign and n- .

ternational standards are based on the metric system. Uni
versa) adoptiOn of existing foreign metric standards may .

not be praccal because they may not fulfill U.S.-,industri
needs.

Metrication of U.S. engineering standards is not nece -
sary to. increase standardization, rationalize existing sta d-
ards, remove outmoded standards, revise standards, or improve
technology. These could be done under the customary syste
Metrication, however, could cause standards writers and -in-
duqtry.to take a more penetrating look at standards, but other
events could also cause this to.occur.

The,OVerall cost to convert or develop metric standards
has not been estimated but is believed to be significant
by those involved in Standards development--several billions
of dollars. For example, the U.S. aerospace industry esti-
mated it could spend about $29 million for metric standards
even though its customary standards are accepted internation-
ally.

The time required to. convert or develop new standards
varies, depending on the interest of involved parties.and
the complexities of the standard, and would be a factor in
establishing a conversion timetable: Generally, it takes
2 to 5 years to develOp a national standard and an additional
2 to 5 years for an international standard. Once developed,
standards are not static; standards writers say most standards
are reviewed and revised in a 3- to 5-year cycle. (See ch. 6.)

Fasteners

A wide assortment of manufactured products are held to
gether by screws, bolts, and nuts--threaded fasteners. The
fastene'r industry originally was opposed to metrication but"
began preparation for metrication in the late 1960s to main-
tain its markets. Although metrication is to be voluntary,
supplier industries,'such as the fastener industry, actually
have few choices when, their customers demand-metric products.

The fastener industry did not have a U.S. metric,fastener
standard and considered the existing international standard to
be unacceptable. ,It embarked upon ot program to develops.

- 13 -
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"Optimum Metric Fastener, System" which would be,'so attractive
technically and economically that all indus14triesnational
.and internation --would adopt it. 'However, the international
fastener community and some major U.S. tpmpanies that_use a
considerable amount of fasteners would "not adopt the new-sys-.
tem.. After 7 years of negotiations, it,ppears that 'the
U.S. fastener industry will adopt, with some. exceptions, the
existing preferred Series'of the-international metric las-
tener system. SoMe_industry officials:fedir,thataa a 'result ,

of metrication and Xhe use of international.metric fastener
standards, foreign fastener producers will be able to captpre
a larger share of the U.S. market. . .4,..

.
k Ski ,

-
,

DOmestically, no widespread demand for 'Metric fasteners.
exists except from the U.S. automotive industry:., Problems
are .expected in the repair and maintenance areas, primarily.
because of identification problems, leading to'4mismatching

'`:,customary and metric fasteners. Thete is little.indicatsion
. that the fastener'industry has benefited or will benefit
from metri,pation. (See ch. 7.)

Machine tools

..
Virtually every segment of the economy, particularly

manufacturing, either uses.machine tools or relies on some 4
product(s) produced on a machine tool.

Machine tools can produce the same quality of 'products
either in the customary or metric system. Most machine tools
can be easily converted to produce in either.customary or
metric units irrespective of whether their parteare&customary
or metric. Therefore, the firms using machine tools 'should
have little.trouble in converting once their operators ,aee
trained .aed becomefami iar in using the metric system.
The

-4
toolingdrills, tap , reamers, milling cutters, abra-

sives, etc.-has a relatively short life; therefore, it
should not be difficult to phase in metric tooling.

'Representatives of industry associations and seleced
.

manufacturers told us that conversion tethe metric.system
would entail some increased costs and would also produce some
minor benefits. , ,.

'Machine tools have a long design life; they tend to be
revolutionary, not evolutionary in design. Therefore, a
design may be around for 20 to 30 years without,undergoing
major changes. The machine itself has a long life, up to 75
years in some cases. It is important then, th t.,the..parts
used in the machine be available fora long time

14 -
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Whether the advantages of conversion outweigh the costs
for the industry cannot be readily deternfined. Hut to keep
the economic impact to a minimum, the machine tool iodustry
would prefer to convert to the production of, metric-designed
machines over a relatively long period of time in accordance
with normal replacement cycles. However, the industry is.
dependent on meeting its customers' demands; therefore, it
would convert over a shorter period on demand but at-a
grea,ter cost. (See ch. 8.)

Scales

Although the weighing scale industry is relatively small,
its products are highly visible and important in any conversion
attempt. Almost every product is weighed many times as it
moves from the raw material state to finished form.

The scale manufacturers we contacted did not-anticipate
an increase in domestic sales or service as a result of metric
conversion because they believed customary scales would be
phased out through normal attrition. However, under .a volun-
tary conversion, they did not believe, for the most part, that
conversions would occur. They also believed ,metrication would
have little,.if any, effect on scale exports /

The scale manufacturers did not see .a problem in menu
facturing scales that read in metric but have customary -size
parts. However, to produce scaled with metric-si-ze' parts
could be very expensive and would offer no benefits except
for dome possible' standardization and reduction in the number
of scale parts. One small scale manufacturer estimated that
metrication ofhis engineering and production equipment could
cost $5b0,000 or more.

The manufacturers' customers would bear the costs of re-
placing customary with metric scales and converting scales in
use without receiving any appareht benefits. The costs of
metricating engineering and production equipment would also
be,passed onto the industry's customers.

The cost to convert or replace scales in use is not
known; however, it could be subdtahtial. A March 1974 Can-
adian task force study report, "The Metric Conversion of
Weighing and Measuring Devices in Canada," estimated that
Canada had 116,800 scales in retail food stores; 50,310
postal scales, of which 31,200 were.privately owned; and
179,300 industrial scales-7a total of 346,410 scales. It
was estimated that 244,800 of thede would be converted at a,
cost 'n the,neighborhood of $60 tio $115 million (Canadian).
Cost stimates to replace the remaining 101,610 scales were
not av ilable.

n.
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In the. United States, the use, of electronic digi
scales, is increasing. These are cpectea to be easiee,and"
less costly to convert.'

.

The alternative'tsi.a costly scale, conversion prograa
Would be to phase out customary scales through normal atfri-
tion and replace them with metric a4les. This aPproachmay'
be'practicabIe for industrial scales but not for retail
scales.. The use of both metric and dpstomary retail scafi.s
would cause confusion in the marketplace.- Consumers may
avoid retail stores that have metricovale ., This would `'give
a competitive advantage,to retailers that not convert.

If a. decision' is made to convert;! sca es, an effective
conversion program for-the milijons o fscales in use,
particularly with respect to rflail s ales,, would probably
require some type of mandatorINonver ion with timetables.
In the absence of such a 'requiremen tail scales may never
be converted because. retailers, '.economic incentive
to convert them.. ID other coun idh have been involved
in conversion, it was necessary ,to en ,gislation which
in effect would require the use .0f met cales in trade...
'In some cases financial incentives we provided. (See ch. 9.)

Tranbootation ,=.' / .

).?

-.

Metrication of tranaportation isproceeding at a slow :

Pace, 1/ Transportation interests see .conversion as a costly
undertaking with minimal benefiiiip NheXher the customary or :',
metric measurement system is used, tliefcosta.of travel, elapsed
time from point to point,-and the per ance of vehicles
would remain the sane. Interstate.ty and commerce is
independent of activity in off* cou 1QS; erefore, there
are no advantages to using the,'same mea ureme t system as
metric countries for domestietransportation. No .one has

. .-

,
4,'presented valid reasons ortation should convert.. t. 0

,IL
y,:

Changing the measurement m used in transportation
would have 0k-reaching effects. Conversion would impact (1).i:
the design and manufacture of,tran.sportation equipment, (2)
legal or regulatory control syStema that govern transportation

,
(e.g., speed limits, load limits, assigned routes, safety
limitations, etc.),'and (3) the computation of rates charged
for shipping goads and transporting passengers. It would haYe
important economic implicatiOns on manufacturers,, operators,.,,.
legislator's, law enforcers, shippers, and the general public.''''

1/The automotive and aerospace/aviation industries are dealt
with in separate sections of the report.
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Federal and State transportation officials, representa-
Alves of transportation associations, operators of transpor-
tation companies, State legislators, and enforcement officials
felt that conversion would not be cost beneficial to trans-
portation.

T,he attitude toward changing systems of control and regu-
lation of"highway,-traffic.was made clear in June 1977 when the
Federal Highway. Administration's proposal to convert speed
limits and other highway information and advice signs by 1982
was soundly objected to. Abdut 98 percent of the more than
5,000 comments received from State/and local transportation
euthorities,°motor clubs, consumer organizations, fart bureaus,
manufacturers, State and local public works departments, and
many other organizations and private citizens were opposed to
the Conversion.

This attempt by the Highway Administration to implement
.conversion of 'highway signs is important because it was the
first attempt 'by the Federal Government to metricate an area
which would, quickly affect.the entire Nation. The far-
reaching effects of converting highway signs would require
amendment of State and local traffic laws; education of driv7
ets, law enforcement personnel, and the judiciary; adjustment
of State and local budgets; and adaptation of speedometers and
odometers, amon,g other things. The strong,Opposition and ulti-
mate withdrawal. of the proposal indicates that the American

( people will not willingly accept national changes theyccon-'.
sider to-be unreasonable.

Two prominent meaturementjtems on a tPuck.are the
speedometer and odometer. Specialists estimate that it would.
Cast from $40 to $75 for a-speedometer conversion and possibly
over $100 for an odometer 'conversion depend', on the model.
Considering the approximately 26.5-mill.ion trucks in opera-
tion, this very expensive. . Of course',...there.
kits and decals available which could reduce the -cost Hor
speedoWer conversions; however, it is unknown whether these
would'be appropriate for:commericial vehicles. At this time
there does not appear to be an inexpensive solution for, the
odometer problem. Both instruments, but particularly the
odometer, are important in determining the costs. of trans-
porting goods. and passengers. 'Metrication might be justif-
ied:if it resulted in improvement of the system, but this
does not appear to be the case.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration issued,
oh its own initiative, a regulation ill-March 1978 requiring
that all, motor vehicles manufactured after August 31, 1979,
be equipped with speedometers that register in both miles and
41ometers per hour. Affected parties were not provided an
4
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opportunity to comment on this new regulation. We do not'
know the extent of the impact on motor vehicle manufacturers.

We identified two projects ,in which metric measurtment
was used almostexdlusively in street and roadway design and
Construction. Officials in'both situations felt that the
metrication of. road construction was,not advantageous at this
time because the problems.encountered would be expensive to
overcome oh,ajarge scale'and there were no benefits.

-. Officials at the Association of American Railroads, which
represents 90 percent of the railroad industry, told us that
the large American railroads are reluctant to even discuss
metrication. .A conversion- by the railroads to metric would
require.a tremendous outlay of money for no apparent return
or benefit. Because ofthe depressed financial condition
of most railroads, industry representatives stated that funds
are not available for conversion even if they so desired-

,

Some railroad equipment would never be. tonverted,to
metric sizes but would be referredto by, the metric equivalent
of its present Size. Fotexampie, it would never be'expected
that the distance between rails of track would be changed from
the present 4 feet 8-1/2 inches, although could be called
1,435 centimeters or1.4351 meters -a. soft conversion..

Although there is7nd cost estimate to convert railroad
tariffs, indications are that it would be substantial.
The work involved would be enormous. ',We could not identify
any direct benefits to carriers or shippers from metrication
of tariffs.

Maritime transportation has a plan for conversion which
seems to commit the industry to metrication because of the
apparent belief that it is inevitable: The'only.mettication

..effort we identified was that some groups of shipping lines
have converted rates for shipping cargo to foreign ports.
The maritime industry has much long-life-equipment which
would not wear out for many years and would be uneconomical
to replace before it was necessary. This, as in railroads,
would delay the time when conversion could be completed.
(See ch. 10.)

Automotive

The automotive industry is :a leader in converting to the
metric system. General Motors in particular is spearheading
the move to metrics and, in doing so, is havinq.an impact on
its competitors, suppliers, and other industries,,as well as
dealers, mechanics, and employees.- Its competitors and sup-
pliers told us that, if it: were not for General Motors,
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conversion in the United States would be 'at a relative, . 7,

standstill. It should be noted that when General Motors and
the other automobile manufacturertmade their decisions' to
convert; it appeared nationallegislation would be passed
providing a predominantly metric.America within 10 years.

Automobile. manufacturers claim that using one.meLure-
ment syttem throughout their global operations would benefit.
them by improVing intercOrporate Communication and dealings,
and increasing efficiency.in designing,-manUfacturing, and
marketing. The-manufacturers'see benefits through improved
worldwide communication on engineering drawings, use of uni7
form standards worldwide, and the ability to design products
anywhere in the world. Their manufacturing. operations' would
benefit becauteof worldwide availability of materials and
components, easier computations,. and.reduced inventory quan-
tities and costs.

.

Metrication-will.invdlve Costs for such things as equip-
ment.pUichases and modifications, emplOyee training,.the need
to stock and work with customary as well as metric parts,'
identification'of metric parts and fasteners, and changes, to
computer systems. Automobile manufacturers did not know what
their total costs would,be and generally didnotaccount for
metrication costs. An official of one. firm saiduthat the
costs are often virtually iMpotsible to measure accurately,

-yet some people persist' in trying to ptedict them precisely.
General Motors has found that as more experience is gained'in
metrication, conversion cost estimates,dectease. For example,
Genetal potors estimated in 1976 that its metrication costs
will range onlybetween 3 and 4 percent of, its original
mate made in 1966. However, they considered the.cost esti
mates confidential and wouldnot release them to us.

. To keep costs to a minimum, automobile manufacturers were
implementing metrication gradually:Over a period of time with
new product designs, training.employees on a selected basis,
and noemaking large scale or unwarranted changes to exist.
ing facilities and equipment. The automobile. manufacturers
believe this,approach would result in 'the benefitS frord,con-

Jversion ultimately outweighing costs.

All four domestic automobile manufacturers intend to
produce passenger cars;ia/predominantly.mettic diMensions by
the early 1990s..; The metric target dates for pastenger cars
at each firm are. Genet' 1 Motor,t19.82; Chrysler7late 1'980s;
,and-Ford and American M tors -early 1990s. Metric target
datpsfec other, motor e hic es, s r as trucks and nonaUto-
plotive,prt4Opts,' were-not avail ilowever.; General MOtors,
Planned to-7consider trucks .and jpiedominantly.metOc by

.a0A1982, even if'onlya sOftconve 11,' made.
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All the autOtobile.Manufacturers have worked out
arrangementS with the automotive workers union to provide
metric tools and measuring instruments to 'skilled trade
employees.

The automotive industry has over 130,000 firms,whibh.
supply.. it with goods'and.services. General Motors alone has
over 47,000 suppliers ranging in size from giant multiriational
corporations to small companies. Supplier, both large and
small, viewed.,metricatiOn as inevitable if they are to' con-
tinue to retain the business of the automobile manufacturers.
Most large multinational suppliers we'interviewed believe
many. of the b6nefits -discussed above would accrue to them.
None of the small supplied we'interviewed foresaw any bene-,
fits to themselves.

seeAutOmObile-deaiers told us they did not see metrication
,.

as benefiting them. Only.a small number of the products' they
sell had been

ncreaff1
ed by metrication. Dealers believed there

e9t
would be ias expense for metric parts, labor, dual in-

, .

ventories, addi ional storage space, and operating costs..
The principal impacts on mechanics maybe the cost for new
metric tools and the problem of identifying metric from cus7.
tomary tools and fasteners. 'Dealers generally believed.that.
me-trOtp1=1 costs would be passed on to .car owners. (See ch.
11. )',:v*'-

Metals

A considerable portion of metal, products,are sold to the
,automotive, earthmoving, and agricultural equipment companies.
( me 'of these multinational companies have announced plans

to convert to the metric system. For the metals industry
,tolueet this demand, at least a partial conversion to the
metric system is necessary. =Believing tetrication is in-
evitable and,desiring to minimize costs, companies in the
metals industry favored a well-planned, short, and orderly con
'version - -a prospect which these companies generally do not
,foreSee under existing legislation. They believed little,
if' any, benefits would be realized from conversion:
-

Etployment, foreign trade, and sales were not seen as
being affectedby metrication. One long-terM benefit from
metrication could be a reduction in the ,number of sizes
:of metal products: Achieving this benefit would depend
on customers using the preferred metric-product
sizes that'themetals industry was, developing. However,
Severil large metal users have already expressed a need for
metric ,sizes in addition to the proposed preferred sizes.
knumbex of metals industry officials doubt whether a reduc-

. tion in the number of sized- would ever occur; rather, they
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believed the number of sizes would increase. These officials
alsotay that standardization:, if feasible, could have '

\ occurred without having to change the measurement system.

Metal producers and distributors see problems and higher
Costs stemThing from.Conversion. ".Some companies are Producing
sqme flat sheet steel .and aluminum in hard metric sizes pri-
mirily for the'automobile industry, the major user of sheet
and\strip metal. ,The producers have been able to roll sheet
metal products to almost any thickness desired with existing
-equipment and 'processes. Problems are expected if a..cortrier-
sion d. shaped products, especially structur4 steel and
pipe, s necessary. For these products,,e4t6nSivp retooling
may be ecessary and costly.

The primary cast impact would -likely be in inventory
operations. Dual inventories in metric and customary sizes
would be needed until tustomary.sizes are phased out. More..
space and a method of distinguishing metric from customary
sizes would be 'required. Distributors Would:need to invest
substantial additional sums of capital for the increased
inventories. One large metaldt distributor estimated it
would cost nearly $400,000 to stock a modest range of metric
.sizes for just one grade of steel

What 'the total cost to this industry would. be is unknown
as the rate of customer demand, the'use of preferred met4ic.
sizes, and the duration of 'the conversign period. woulddeter-
mine the_ultimate cost. Being cost conscious, companies are
taking the leSst7cost approach to conversion; ite., they, are
limiting ChangeS to what is necessary. to satisfy customer
needs'. (See ch. 120

0

Rubber/tires
t

The rubber induStry generally believes that an- `eventual
conversiontOthemetric system is inevitable for them. Be7'
cause the automObil industrY--the rubberindustry's biggest
customer--haS',begun.to use metric tires onsomeOfits new
passenger cars, rubber manufacturers are beginning to produce
some metric size tires to meet this demand. There appeared to
be little metric activity 'in the hontire segment of the industry.

Officials 'generally believe. the industry would not sig-
.nifiCantly benefit frOM'ArietricatIon. Increaged standaidi,z-
ationof tires was hoped for, but teemed_unlikely. to. occur.,'.
The number .of tire sizes and typet has.increasedover the
yearsi and the consensus amOng,Government and rubber indus-
.try representatives is that the introdUCtiOn. of new metric
tire sizes would add' to this proliferation. The production
and.sale of many'neN metric tires has already been .approVed.



by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, and
the manufacture of additional sizes has been proposed.

Rubber. manufacturers were concerned about the potential
costs of conversion because of the need to (1) replace or
modify existing equipment, (2) increase inventory investment,
(3), train employees and provide them with metric tools, (4)
produce more tire sizes, (5.) compensate for productivity de-
creases, and (6) convert measurement-sensitive computer
data bases. The industry was moving slowly and deliberately-,
looking focways to implement metrication at minimum cost.

Industry sdurces say that proper tire inflation is the
most important consideration in tire safety and mileage.
Safety and tire mileage may be affected because the load
limits on new metric tires differ from those for alpha-
numeric tires. It is more likely now than ever before that
consumers mgy purchase a tire that has either less or greater
load carrying-ability than the tire being replaced. Consumers
will need to make adjustients in air inflation pressures to
compensate for.differences in load carrying ability of these
tires. This means they may have tires requiring differenE\
inflation levels on a car at the same time. This, coupled
with theintroduction of an unfamiliar metric air inflation

r pressure unit (kilopascals) may increase consumer confusion
and the likelihood that consumers may over or under inflate
tires.

There is no advantage to consumers by converting tires,
as well as the'information in consumer tire literature and on
tire sidewalls, to metric. (See ch. 13.)

Petroleum

The petroleum industry foresees few benefits from a
conversion to the metric system. Therefore, there is little
metric activity-within the industry. Nevertheless, the in-
dustry expects.that eventually it would convert to the metric
system.

Metrication of the petroleum industry does not appear
necessary onits own merits because (1) the industry is stan-
dardized to a large extent worldwide on our customary
system due to the acceptability and use of U.S. technology,
(2) the cost of conversion may be significant although a
reliable'figure is not available,and (3) there are no
,identifiable major benefits to be obtained.

Nevertheless, some of the petroleum companies think
conversion is inevitable and have begun to plan for it.
They believe that (r) as some of the multinational firms in
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other industries convert, a rippling effect will occur, (2)
metrication will eventually be mandated by the Government,
and (3.) the industry could not hold out for the customary
system while the rest of the Nation converts and the world
is metric.

Cost is the.big4est disadvantage to conversion of the"
petroleum industry. Specific cost data from individual com-
panies was not readily available. According to one company
official, accurate figures are elusive because metric pro-
ponents.give low estimates and opponents give high estimates.
One company claims the costs of collecting cost data would
be more expensive than it is worth.

One company has released an estimate for the total cost
of its metrication. In 1975 this company,. which is one of
the top 15 petroleum companies, estimated that"convergion
would cost less than 1 percent of its average sales over
the past 5 years (1971-1975). We computed this to be about
$28 million. These metrication costs, like any other costs,
would be ultimately'passed on to the consumer. Another
large company estimated it would cost about $2.75 million
to convert just its research and engineering divisions.
An American Petroleum Institute Advisory Committee on Metric
Planning estimated in 1971 that conversion for the industry
would cost approximately $300 million. TA one thing that
can be said with some certainty is that metrication of the
petroleum industry would be costly.

Also, there is a cost for converting gasoline pump com-
puters at gas stations. A gear box has been developed to al-
low a pump to register in gallons now and in liters later.
The gear box can be installed in new pump,computers during
manufacture, and older computers can be modified either at
the gas station or when the computer is sent back to
the factory to be rebuilt. The gear box costs about $25 and
labor installation charges for pumps in service apparently .

will add another $25 to the cost--based on actual experiences
in Canada. With about 1.3 million pumps to be converted in
the United States, this means an estimated conversion cost
of $65 million.

Tffe 1.3 million commercial pumps in operation today'
cannot record a unit price in excess of 99.9 cents per
gal;lon, and the industry expects that gasoline prices could
eventually exceed $1 per gallon. An oil company official
adviSed us 'that the necessary modifications to a pump, which
would allow unit pricing of $1 or more, could cost $500 to
$600 per pump. Pricing gasoline by the quart or liter could
solve this problem much less expensively--$50 versus $500 or
$600 per pump. Conceivably, this could result in a savings
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in the $585 to $715 million range. A change in the unit of
measure is the key; metrication is just one of the solutions
because the same effect could be achieved by changinifrom
the gallon to the quart.

7

. Traditionally, tire air service has been provided by
gasoline stations, but there is no requirement that they do
so. Proper inflation ia an important factor in tire safety
and mileage. The public needs to be assured of the accuracy
of devices used to.measure tire air pressure whether the
units used ate customary (pounds per square inch) or metric-
(kilopascals), but it becomes most important if conversion
to the metric system occurs. (See ch. 14.)

Aviation and aerospace

The United States is a. world leader in both commercial
aviation and in aerospace technology and production. The

.measurement system used by this sector is, primarily the cus-
tomary system.

I
The aerospace industry--manufacturers orf aircraft,

space vehicles, missiles, and a wide assortment of instru-
ments, arts, and related equipment--believes that metrica-
tion is vitable for itself and the Nation. A number of
factors have contributed to this conclusion: (1) the 1971
NBS metric report, which stated theie was no question that
the United States should convert, (2) the-automotive industry
and other, multinational companies' conversions, which are
having a rippling effect.througfiout the economy, (3) a 1975
aerospace industry report on metrication that stated metrica'-
tion was inevitable, and (4) the Metric Conyersion Act of
1975. Taken collectively, the industry believes these-fac-
tors indicate a trend that it cannot ignore.

Even though the industry perceives metrics on to be
inevitable, there has been no rush to build metWic products.
The industry is preparing the initial metric standards for
eventual use. The coattof converting the industry's stand-
ards has been estimated/to be about $29 million. There have
been no requests for a metric aircraft. The military--the
industty's single largest customer--has been involved in some
projects which involve metric components or subsystems.

A

No major benefits from conversion were identified which
would offset the cost of converting aviation or the aerospace
industry. However, no group appears to'be opposing conver-
sion. Both the aviation community and the aerospace industry
expect the Government to play an important role in planning
and coordinating any conversion.
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'Ale total cost to convert the aerospace industry to
the metric system has not been computed. Not only would the
transition itself be expensive, but manufacturers foresee a
long-term price increase for metricproducts.

The U.S. aviation community--airlines, pilots, aircraft
owners, and the Federal Government--is concerned about safety
in air operations during metrication. The United States uses
only the customary system for flying. Internationally, how-
ever, both the customary and metric systems are used to vary-
ing degrees with each country specifying the measurement
terms to be used in that country. The use of one measurement
system for air operations worldwide has been sought for over
30 years but'never attained.

The extent of metric usage in air operations 'is diffi-
cult to determine. Although most countries register the
measurement units they ute with the Ipternational Civil Avia-
tion Organization,' we found several instances where major
countries indicated they used metric units (meters) for al-
titude when in fact they used customary units (feet). Custo-
mary units of feet, nautical miles, and knots are in greater

'general use than the metric units of meter, kilometers, and
kilometers per hour. A transition from customary to metric
measure would have to be 'carefully planned and implemented
to avoid misunderstandings. Confusion could jeopardize air
safety.

MetriCation of aircraWoperations would be expensive.
The International Civil Aviation Organization estimates that
'it would cost $1 billion to convert four instruments in the
world's civilian aircraft: the' horizontal airspeed indica-
tor, the vertical-airspeed indicator, and two types of alti-
meters. The Federal Aviation Administration estimated that
to-replace-three of these instruments for nonmilitary U.S.
aircraft.'would cost between $400 and $500 million. No cost
estimate was given for replacing the, fourth instrument.
Costs7Would also be incurred for metricating other aircraft
instruments, ground equipment, charts, and maps. Training
of personnel would be another expense. We were not able to
identify any benefits of metrication which would economically
offset these costs. (See ch. 15.)

Building and construction

The building and construction industry is large, diver-
sified, and fragmented but also highly interdependent. Many
products and services must come together in the final product.
No firm is large enough to act as an industry leader.
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The industry is moving very slowly in metrication.
Major portitns of the.industry are not inv lved in metrica-
tion and have no plans to become involved. Much of 'the in-,
dustry considers conver 'on to be inev.itabl and beneficial
for the United States as a whole but is gen rally passive
toward it.

One of the major reasons for the lack of metrication
activity is that the industry has no compelling need tocon-
vert becatse (1) the industry is primarily domestic, (2)
conversion is voluntary, (3) the industry has no difficulty
obtaining customary materials,.and (4) the industry's custom-_

0 .ers are not demanding construction in metric Further, the
industry is concerned about metrication costs, is not certain
oc the benefits, and has expressed concern that metrication
would cause customer confusion.

4Although the costs are unknown and the impact would
vary, almost every firm and segment of the industry would
incur some conversion costs which ultimately would be passed
on to the consumer. Costs would be incurred in. (1) convert-
ing prodkction equipment, (2) training personnel in Metric,
(3) maintaining,dual inventories, (4) metricating building
codes, (5) possible retesting of building products, and (6)
losing time and efficiency while adapting to a new measure-
ment system.

A December 1975 study of the effects of metric conver-
sion on the.canadian concrete block industry,was performed
by a private consulting firm f9r the. National Concrete
Producerst 'Association of Can*. It was estimated that
conversion-would cost the Canadian concrete block industry
in the range of $6.7 million to $7.7 million (Canadian).
The greatest portion of the estimated cost was for new molds,
sets of parts used with the molds, and the initial supply of
metric spare parts. The cost of producing metric technical
literature was not included.

ge,

The U.S. National Concrete Masonry Association has
reviewed the above study and considers it to be comprehen-
sive and applicable also to the U.S. industry. Some indus-
try representatives believed that since the U.S. popula-
tion is about 10 times greater than that of Canada, the
coAt for the U.S. concrete block industry may be 10 times
rirger. Thus, the estimated costs could be in the range
o4 $67 million to $77-million.

Metrication.benefits are uncertain. Metric conversion
advocates believe that if the industry is to get something
:out of going metric, it must take advantage of the change
by evaluating and making certain additional and concurrent
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changes in building and construction practices. Opportunities
would exist, as they loresently do, to examine the entire
spectrum of how the industry, does things. Those often asso-
ciated with or tied to metrication are the opportunities to
j1) implement the concept of dimensional coordination, (2)
standardize and rationalize the number of product sizes, and
(3) improve and provide greater'-uniformity in building codes.

Efforts to carry out such changes have been going on
for many years under the customary system and have been
successful to a large extent. Whether metrication would pro-
vide greater success in these ehdeavors is not known. The
act of converting would not alone accomplish these objectives,
but it would provide a further opportunity to do so. To
successfully implement these changes would require a large,
concerted effort on the part of the industry, and'sufficient
lead time before metric conversion would have to be avail-
able to adequately evaluate the opportunities and plan for
their implementation. There is little assurance that such
an'effort would be made and that the industry could'hot ac-
complish the same4o4ectives under the customary system.

Metricating.bffading codes could be a large and costly
process. Chang4sin ihe codes could also meanthat sope_

.

building products'-may have to be'retse-sted:r"'Ceitainl-sOme--
costs would be involved. (hi the other hand, some believe
conversion offers an excellent opportunity to make substan-
tial improvements in the codes hy!increasing uniformity and
accepting new technology and products into the codes. Thus,
some costs are certain, but the benefits are not assured.

Although much of the industry con ers metric conver-
sion to be inevitable, it probably will not convert, at least
in the near futuke, unless it,is.mandated or the Federal
Government establishes a clear national policy to con4ert and
plays a greater role in conversion.

4, .If the Nation and the industry make a commitment to con-
vert, the eStablishmint of a target date(s) would be needed
to coordinate a conversion program for such a large and di-
versified, but interdependent, collection of industries.
(See ch. 16.)

Appliances

The. prevailing view of officials in the home appliance
industry was that metrication is inevitable because all de-
veloped nations have converted or are in the process of con-
verting and the Metric.Conversion Act of 1975 indicates that
the United States would eventually adopt the metric system.
Thus, they believe the industry will have to convert. Yet
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despite these beliefs, little conversion activity had occurred
ATecause there has been little customer demand for metric ap-
pliances'and the industry sees no substantial benefits oc-
currinq. It is too early to tell what Impact comiersion would"
have on the industry.

Manufacturers ha0e told us that conversion would. be,
.

costly and take time to implement. Employee training would
be time consuming, and product standards would have to be
changed. Conversion would require maintaining two invento-
ries of spare parts and re esting products. Most manufac-

1
turers we contacted were a so concerned about their customers
being confused by the metr c system.

1

,

Conversion of home appliances would be slow and delib7
erate according to industry officials because (1) home ap-
pliance.products currently deSigned and manufactured in:
customary units' would lastfor many years, (2) there has been
no demand for metric appliances, and (3) appliance firffis

"Would find it difficult to'purchase'certain key. metric parts.
and components like motors.

Little conversion progress had been made by applian6e
manufacturers. Ong firm viewed as a metrication leader'in.
the industry was only about 5-percent converted at the time,
of our visit. Progress within the industry generally ha.been
confined to the planning and coordinating aspects of metrica-
tion; i.e., getting ready. The Association of Home Appli'ance
Manufacturers has been.working on the development\oflmetric'
standards for home appliances,and a metric practice quid
meet industry and consumer needs.

The appliance industry has used a 110-volt systemfo,
small appliances, while most foreign countries have used a
220-volt system. Because electrical systems are not uniform,
manufacturers marketing electrical appliances here and abroad-.
have had to adapt.to different levels of electric current-7,
much Pike working in two or more measurement-:systems.;
Officials told us that they have been able to exist in such.
an environment without too much difficulty, althomgh,it has
meant sometimes having to sacrifice standardization toia
degree and designing appliances to perform adequately for
.a customer in whatever electrical system is in-use.

The ability to adjust to the lack of'Uniformity in p6wer
supply systems shows that the appliance industry s capable
of adapting to differing demands. The need to provide appli-
ances which would operate under varying eleCtrical power
requirements demonstrates that complete standardization would
not result, in the appliance industry, eVeWaf'all cothltrifes.
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used the same measurement system. It also demonstrates that
the world 'could exist with more than one system, be it elec-
trical or measurement, particularly if conversion would be

- costly. (See ch. 17:)

Computers,

Whether or not to convert to the metric system has
divided the computer industty since the late 1960s.' The
companies favoring metrication--mostly large multinationals--
believed that metrication is inevitable and had begun con-
vertin some operations. These companies generally believed
they would benefit by adopting one measurement system for
their worldwide engineering, manufacturing, and marketing
operations. The industry leader planned to be predominahtly
metric by 1982. Other companies, some multinationals in-
cluded, are not converting because they see no benefits..
-A few of these companies tried to convert some products but
found that they either could not readily purchase metric
parts or components or had to pay a higher cost for these
items. These companies subsequently stopped their conversion
activities.

Industryabf'ficials generally believed that conversion
would be expedsive, especially if there were no offsetting
benefits. Their cost experiences were.limited; therefore,
no one in the industry really knew how much metrication
would cost.

The impact of metrication would vary from company to
company. One problem frequently mentioned would be the need
to maintain dual inventories for many years. Added costs
were alSo expected because of the need to purchase metric 4
tools for employees, display two sets of measurement unite
on engineering drawings, change product standards, train
employees, and modify or rewrite computer programs. (See
ch. 18.)

Business paper

The paper industry.does not plan to change current sizes
of business paper to the proposed international metric stand-
ard size. The international size with its lofiger length
would pose an undue hardship for the industry's customers
because most filing systems, business' machines, and other
related products were' made to accommodate the present stand-
ard business paper. Other record paper and forms were de-
signed to conform to this size. These would have to be re-
placed or modified for the longer metric size.
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The United. Sts does not have an official national
standard business 1"dtter size. Private industry, however,
commonly uses the 8-3)/2 by 11 ,inches size while the Federal
Government uses 8 by-10-1/2 inches (the dimensions of the
paper on which this4report is printed) as its standard size.
The international standard business letter size is 210 by 297
millimeers (8-1/4 by 11-3/4 inches).

To keep the economic impact to a minimum, the industr
plans to retain the existing 11-inch length dimension. lesHo
ever, to take advantage of international standardization
envelopes in tile future, the paper industry has proposed adop-

-
tion of the 8-11/4-inch width. (See ch.-19.) ,

Metric tInits have been use to some extent in various
phases of this profession for many years, and some of the ata
base is already metric. However, the customary system is '1
the predominant system used. Conversion to a predominant
use of the metric system would not significantly benefit
surveyors and mappers, although some benefit 'would result
frorea single, uniform measurement system on a worldwide
basis.

I

Even though some costs would be incurred, surveyors and
mappers did not eipect metrication to present major problems
as long as the "go forth" approach would be followed. his
means that existing land deeds and plots would not be rsbr-
veyed in metric until the land was resold or there was another
need for the survey to be redone. Maps would be conver ed,
when they are revised or new ones arecprepared.

. Surveying and mapping

.1

The go forth approach may not be completely possibte
with aeronautical charts. If these charts are convertei as
they are normally updated or new ones are preparedl.pil ts7
may be faced with having to deal with both metric and/custo-
mary charts for many. years. This. could increase the chance
for error and accidents. The alternitive to-this type of
conversion is a more costly effort to convert,aeronauti6a1
cherts.over a very short period of time.

In the absence of mandat y co;00trsion, surveyors and
mappers generally would not co ert to a predOminant use of
the metric system unless metric urveys and maps are demended
by their clients or customers. oad maps probably would not
be converted until road Signs and odometers were converted.
Construction surveys and maps most likely would be converted
when the construction industry converts. (See ch. 20.)
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LAbor

Almost every worker would be affected to some extent if
the metric system were to be adopted. The major potential.
issues appear to be employee metric training, tools, and
worker productivity...

,Workers would need to learn a new measurementa2.anguage.
Many industry representatives indicated that metrieltraining
for. employees would be- time consuming and' costly. To reduce
these costs, workers could be taught only what is required
for them to perform their jobs, and only at the time when
needed. The American Federation of Labor and Congress of
LRdustrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) disagrees"with the limited
training approach and believes training should be equal for
all workers. ,

In some cases workers tools are provided by the em-
ployer. Metric tool costs would be passed onto customers in
the form of higher prices for products or services. In other
cases, workers must purchase their own tools; the cost.of
which then becomes a tax deductible item to the extent pet-
mitted.

The Canadian Government established a 5-year assistance
program for metric tools estimated to coat $40 million (Cana-
dian). The program is aimed at individuals who are revired
as a condition of emplbyment to provide their own measurement-
sensitive tools for the performance of their duties. Eligible
employees are to be reimbursed for 50 percent of the cost of
new metric tools that duplicate, their customary tools because
of metric conversion. This program neither applies to self-
employed persons nor persons who are provided tools by their
employers. The program became effective on April 1, 1977, and
is to terminate on March 31, 1982.

Labor-and- industry officials have expressed concern that
metrication would result in decreased productivity. Until
workers are familiar with' metric, they may work more slowly
and less surely and, therefore, would be less productive.
Several industry representatives anticipated errors by workers
because of unfamiliarity with the metric system. (See ch. 21.)S

Medicine and related areas

Discussions with association officials, selected
pharmaceutical manufacturer's representatives, and members of
the medical profession showed that metric units of measure
are used extensively rh medicine and its related areas and
appear to be particularly suitable because of the small mea-
surements often encountered. Where the areas' interface with
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the public, however, the customary units are more likely to
be used. For'some functions, such as recording patients
weights and measurements, the customary units axe being re-
placed by metric units. For other 4tivities, such as label-
ing and packaging over=the-counter dtugs, it appears that man-
datory conversion will be necessary before the customary sizes
will be replaced. /

While metric units are used extensively, the interna-
tionally adoptedmetric units have not been fully integrated
into operations, When and if the units axe adOpted, their
.use initially may cause some confusion and result in errors.
(See ch. 25.)

Weather

The Department o-Commerce's National Weather Service
is responsible for weather reporting in the United States.
In keeping with the-belief that by passing the Metric Conver-
sion Act of 1975 the Congress intended that the United States
convert to the metric system, the Weather Service beganApre-
paring for conversion. It has a proposed national plan to
convert public weatherxeporting to metric units beginning
in June 1979 and completed by June 1980. Metric terminology
would be phased ingraduaily Ilitth short periods ofedual re-
porting and.then metricrahly:JettOrting.

The main impact of converting weather information would
be on the public sector. However, it is not the public'that
has voluntarily made the basic decision to convert, but rather
the National Weather Service. The impact on the public would
be the indonvenience of'becoming familiar with new units, the
cost of educational programs, and the cost of,replacement--,,
at the individual's discretion--of weather instruments, such
'as thermometers. It appears there is no great benefit to the
National Weather Service or to the public'from the planned
conversion.)

Apart frob its educational value as a method of teaching
people metricsedonversion of public weather reporting offers
no real advantages to the public and would undoubtedly involve)
additional costs., From the evidence presented by the Weather
Service and others, particularly with respect to benefits, we
believe that, in the absence of a clear pUblic demand or- a
national policy to convert to the metric system, the reporting
of weather data to the general public in metric terms is not
warranted at this time. (See ch. 28.)

Sports

Because of their high visibility, sports are considered
by metric officials to be an excellent vehicle for teaching
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the public to think in metric terms and to draw attentio**!
the fact that a country is converting to the metric sys
Canada, for example, is following this approach in it g6n°
version activities, by trying to convert its highly *pole'
sports, such as football, horseracing, and golf. 07:.bene-
fits to sports for a conversion are nebulous.

" 1

Representatives of selected sports in the/1 sAted States
have indicated that metrication is taking pl e in track
and field events and to a lesser extent in swimming because_
of international competition. There is little activity in
other sports'with few, if any, plans in professional sports.,,

At the college level, the National Collegiate Athletic,
AssOciation has.decreed that all rules and dimensions for
all spOrts, except football, would be expressed in both
customary and:Metric units of measure.,_The Association
will provide the metric measurements for the various sports
in view of what it sees as indications that the United States
is going to adopt the metric system. "Otherwise the Associa-
tion has left it up to each sport to do what is best for
the sport as far as conversion is concerned.~

The National Federation.o ; S.ti -te, High School Assoc-
iations, the governing body fo holOtic'athletics,,
stated that 'runningaevents shal nged to the accepted
metric distances in 1980. -

a Professional football has stated it would declare itself
exempt :if. the United. States converted to the metric system.
Spokespersons for horseracing, basketball, and tennis reported
no metric conversion activity in their sports. Officials of
the NatiOnal Basketball Association and the Commissioner of
Baseball's office have stated that metrication, if it occurs,
Would change the sport-in that distances and heights would not
be changed but might be expressed in their metric equivalents.

Although no official conversion activity has taken place
in golf, a spokesperson has stated that some golf courses
are now showing distances on score cards and on some course
markers in both yards and meters. (See ch. 27.)

Consumers

Metrication would have an impact on consumers in many
and varied ways. It would involve changing the sizes of many
products consumers use, Many metric product sizes may not be
too different from those consumers are now accustomed to, but
they would need to learn how much each new measure is, how to
relate the new sizes to the ones they now use, and how to
determine which product sizes represent good value.
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,A public opinion poll conducted for us by the Opinion 4

Research Corporation showed that
S

- -fewer than one person in five was aware of the
national policy;

,

.--more persons believed the. Federal Government was doing
more to increase tile use of the metric system than
any other group;

-few persons had sufficient understanding of common
metric terms;

- -half the people believed they would not benefit from
conversion with the remainder being split between those
that believed they would benefit and those that had no
opinion; and

--twice as many people were opposed to metric conversion
than supported it.

Other public opinion pollS show that more people oppose than
support converting to the metric system.

Metrication provides an opportunity to establish more
logical package sizes that could make price comparisons
easier and adopt measurement terms that could-be more easily
understood. These objectives, however, could be achieVed
without converting to the metric system. Whether these oppor-
tunities Can be realized through metrication will depend
on (1) producers' ability to change the container size's,
(2) willingness of producers to abandon traditional sizes
and marketing techniques, (3) costs, (4) government require-
ments, and (5) pressure received from government agencies
and.consumers to make changes.

Only a few grocery products, other than beverages, have
been converted into round metric quantities, such as 1 liter

-or 1 kilogram. The grocery products industry saw few benefits
in changing container sizes. It has been reluctant to convert
because it feared there would be adverse consumer reaction.
'Almost 80 percent of the large corporations in the food indus-
try we surveyed believed metrication of the industry was
inevitable. But 54 percent believed the disadvantages of
converting outweighed the advantages. There (appears to be
no compelling need for the grocery proddcts industry to con -
vert its products to metric sizes.

a

Metrication of many grocery products cannot be done on a
voluntary basis. Many States have laws and regulations which
require the use of customary sizes for prodUcts, such as
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breadi flour, andoutter. Most States also have weights and
measures laws or regulationS Oat tend to limit the use'Of
metric. measurements for retail scales. Under the current
national policy if the grocery products industry voluntarily
decides to Convert, thell.S. Metric Board will need to work
closely with the industry, goVernment and consumer represen-
tatives to ensure that when possible, rational size changes
are made which benefit consumers.' The 'Secretary of Commerce,
would need to develop new voluntary size standards.

It-may be that the increased use of unit pricing would
be of greater benefit to consumers than. converting many prod-
ucts to metric.. Increases in the use _of unit pricing would
facilitate price comparisons and:be'easier to understand.
Also,- unit-priding is.not dependent on the use of standard or
rational.Sizes which can be difficult and costly to achieve
and would permit producers to make their products in sizes
relating to.their needs.

The clothing industry is in the early stagesof con-
verting products. to-mettic. We did not identify any clothing.

- being manufactured in metric, sizes but some producers 'are
showing metric equivalents on their labels and on home sewing
patterns. A trade association of:clothing: manufacturers has
concluded that metrication offers an opportunity to.develOp
more uniform and rational garment sizes-and.size numbering
,systems fOr clothing labels. The associatiOn.,also concluded
that Government. aid will loe needed to study human body

.

measurements so that new'clothing size standardS can be
deVeloped.- An NBS official-estimated that a body measure-
ment study *ouid cost between $5 to $7'million. The indUstry
-believes Slitat other conversion costs would be minimal for
clothing. manUfactuters.

Many' consumer prOducts are not exported to other coun-.
tries; produCers.of those that are seem-to have little problem
with'the measurement system Used.: Other. -countties exporting
"products to the United Stateschange the sizes .of their prod
ucts to U.S. sizes when necessary.

It consumer products are to be converted to the.metric
system, it must be.because ot.her more essential national ob-

.

jectives are being sought. Because the benefits of converting
consumer products,to-the metric system are, so nebulous, the
U.S.- Metric Board should give.serious.thought to how the average
American consumer would be affected and whettiet.Conversion is
necessary for the well being of the consumerHand the Nation.

If the United States continues to" implement its present
voluntary metrication policy, it can-expect'muCh confusion
in the marketplace. Without a firm Government commitment,

-
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some product sizes will convert and others will not under, the
current national policy. Proliferation of package sizes may
result. Consumers may not be able to understand many size'
designations, and it may become difficult for them to make
value comparisons.-

If areas affecting the consumer are to be ,converted,
consumerd ihould'have a voice in the dedision. The Government
will need to undertake public awareness programs. These
should be coordinated with conversion and promotion activities
that take place the public and pr-ivate ctors. Both sec-
tors should share the burden and will_ned work together. -
(See ch. 27.)

4
Beverage case study

The beverage industry provides a unique opportunity to
look at metrication in the United States, particularly with
respect-to the effect on consumers. ome beverage industry
offic,ialq. saw metrication as an opportunity to improve in-
dustry operations and benefit consumers.. Others saw it as a
costly change that would not benefit either the industry or
its customers. Some said they would not convert unless forced
to by the Government. Their views were affected by,factors,
such as exports, imports, marketability,of products, compe-
tition, Federal and State laws,. and the costs,involved to
adjust product containers to different sizes.

Some conversions made by the beverage'industry may have
benefited consumers and the industry. But other conversions.
Nand ,related actions have been harmful to consumer interests.

The wine and distilled spirits industries are totally
converting thejr,products to metric sizes for marketing
reasons. Both are regulated by the.Department of Treasury's
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.' However, the
producers reauestedthe change. Many of their products
are now being sold in metric sizes." The conversion period
fo? wines began January 1, 1975, and. Will be complete by
January 1, 1979. For distilled spirits'the'conversion bean
on October 1, 1976, and will be complete by. January 1, 1980.

Following the favorable sales experiences by one soft
.drink producer, several other major producers have in'tkoduced
metric, sizes in many areas of the country. Soft drink pro-
ducers believed there would be an increase in the use of the
metric system in the United States; therefore, new container
introductions should ,be' in metric., But the soft drink in-
dustry did not plan an overall metric conversion in the near
future..
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The beer industry sells all its products in customary
sizes and did not plan to convert to metric sizes. Some
brewers, however, show metric equivalents on their labels.

Most milk containers show metric equivalents, but all
milk is still sold in-rational; customary'sizes: The indus-
try has no plans to convert to metric sizes.

. -

While further adoption of rational package sizes is a
laudable objective for beverages, it is one that could be
achieved without converting to the metric.system.

ConVersion of wines and distilled spirits was facil-
itated because their sizes are regulated by the Federal
Government. Milk and beer sizes are also regulated, but
size regulation is performed by the States. If milk and
beer are to.be converted to metric sizes, coordination
among the States would.be desirable. Soft drink sizes are
not regulated. Additional improvements are possible to the
sizes now used for soft d0nks and beer,.and some charges
may be.desirableI. but,, conversion to metric units could re-
sult in adoption of new sizes which do not benefit consumers.

Metric proponents have stated that consumers will ben -
efit if rational metric sizes are adopted which would make
price comparisons easier. However, our study of the bev-
erage industry showed that metrication does not necessarily
provide assurance that beverages will. be manufactured in
sizes that will be easier for consumers to understand and
make price comparisons between.

In distilled spirits, for example, before the conversion
began, 94 percent of sales were in five customary sizes--1/2
gallon, quart, 4/5 quart, pint, and 1/2 pint. Except for
the 4/5 quart, all these customary sizes were multiples
of one another, enabling tonsumers.to make price comparisons
between most sizes. The 200-, 500- and 750-milliliter and
the 1-'end 1.75-liter metric sizes which will replace them

.

do not provide as much ease of price comparisons. The 200 -
milliliter and 1.75-liter sizes, which are the most difficult
to make,price comparisons with, are the'§izes in which the
industry made:the highest price increases when metrication
took place. The Bureau.shouldlreevaluate'the selection.
of these sizes.

Most wines and distilled spirits that were converted to
metric sizes experienced unit'price increases greater than
those that did not convert. Our study of wine prices showed
this extra increase to be 2.9 percent in the conversion from
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4/5 4.1art to 750 milliliters; 10.5-percent in the 1/2 gallon
Dto 1.5 liters conversion; and 6.7 percent in-the gallon to,
.3 liters conversion.. The conversion from. 4/S pint .to 375
milliliters resulted in a 0.4 percent lesS increase than
nonconverted products. For distilled spirits °dr comparisbn
of_prices showed the extra-increase was 6.1 percent in-the
conversion of the 1/2 gallon to 1./5 liters; 0.7 percent-in
the.4/5 quart to 750,millilitefjponversion; and 11.4 percent
when the 1/2 piht was converted to the 200 milliliter,-4

While the impact "of the wine ,and distilled spirits con-
versions on consumer pricee,has been largely detriMental so
far, it remains to be seen whether the practice of increasing
prices of converted prodUcts continues through the rest of
the conversion periods.

. ,

The Bureau of-Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and the wine
and)distilled spirits industties, in carrying out the first_
complete national metric conversion of a Consumer product;
had a'unique responsibility to adequately inform consumers of.
the changes. The Industries requested the Bureau's apptoval
to convert to metric sizes, and the'Buraaugave its consent.'
These organiiations have not adequately advised consumers.
about the size changes being made. As a_Government agency
responsible to the public, the- Bureau. should have ensured
that. its actions protected the public interest. Because it
did not do this adequately, consumers were not adequately
serve4:4,. The Bdreau should expand it u awareness. program
to bett:er inform consumers abodt the a ch nges being-made...

On the other' hand, -the soft drink industjry has begun
marketing some of its products in rational metric sizes If
this trend continues and a complete conversion is made-to met
ric sizes, price comparisons should .be easier for-consuMers,
It hag been stated, at least in some instances, that priceS
were not increased when.conversion occurred. However,_ we-were
unable to independently verify the actual pricing of soft
drinks that had ocCurred'aS bottlers made conversions to met-
ric sizes.

.

The conversion periods'used for wines and distilled
spirits were adequate to meet. the needs of-these industries
And of the glass industry which supplies the bottles,used.
These conversions have shown thatselection of proper
conversion periods helps to reduce.conversioncosts. If
the United States con,erts,,it will be beneficialforcon,
sumers if products are converted in short time periods so they-
do not have to use two measurement systems-in'the.marketplace-'
for a long period of time. Yet, an adequate period of time
is needed to minimize- conversion costs. The needs of both
would have to be balanced. (See ch. 26.)
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GOVERNMENT

No overall metrication policy'or plan'has been developed
to guide Federal agencies. Many agencies'have or are devel-'
oping a policy and a number have or are developing specific
plans to-go metric. Generally, the agencies have a Policy of
following industry's lead and coordinating their efforts.
However, some agenices, such as the Federal- Highway Adminis-
tration (see ch. 10), the National Weather Service .(see ch.
28), and the Depaitment of Agriculture (see ch. 22) haVe been

..-proceeding on their own and appear to be propellingmetrioa-
tion, Such actions give rise to impres'sioas that the Federal
Government is mandating conversion as 23 percent of -the per-
sons interviewed in a public opinion poll conducted- for us
'(see ch:. 27), and 42 percent of the small businesses respon-
ding to our questionnaires, believe (see ch. 5).

The overall metrication activities of Federal agencies
teed direction and coordination to ensure that.the,Government
akes a consistent approach to metrication and that Federal

agendies do not force conversion activities to occur., con-
trary to the intent of the

- Metric Conversion Act of 1975,

Other countries with a Government commitment to convert
used Government purchasing power to aid the conversion pro-
cess, This is particularly true in what we identified as a
"chicken and egg syndrome" that occurs when manufacturer's are
willing to produce,rn metric once,their customers order in
metric, and customers are.willing to buy in metric once the
manufacturers are producing in metric. Government purchasing
powers could be used to breach this log jam by ordering in
etric on.a sector-by-sector basis once a commitment to con-

t is made as was done in Canada.

There has been some discussion of the us%of the metric
system as a means to achieIe standarization'in NATO. The
problems of standardization within NATO are the result of a
multiplicity of research, development, and production problems
of the member countries.. It is generally acknOwledged that
political, economic, and social conditions often take,-priority
over standardization efforts. However, Standardization of
NATO's weapons, is a very important objective. Nonmilitary
factors, such as inflation, unemployment, balance of payments,
and the,maintenance of a strong industrial capability must
be considered. Thus, in our opinion, even if the world was
metric today, NATO would still have its standardization Prob-
lems. (See ch. 22.)



U.S.'Metric Board .

All 17 members of the Board were nominated by the Presi-
dent and confirmed by the' ,Senate during the first half of
1978. Although the Board has met, it had not really become
fully operational-at the time this report went to print.

ThR duties of the Metric Board put it in the position
of a cental-.planner and coordinator. The Board should
not place-ftself-:in a position where it is perceived to be
an advocate Or oppohent of metrication. The intent of the
'Metric Conversaon Act of 1975-is that the Boardis to be
neutral; '

Thecorisedstis of respond its to our questionnaires was
that the princliml role of the Federal Government would be to
counsel and advise interested parties on metrication and
'coordinate metrication activities. More respondents believed
.that target dates should be established by the U.S. Metric
Board in consultation with industry than 17 any other group.
That is,irthe respondents believed they should have a say in
the target dates,...

....
yes

We agree that specific target dates for each sector that
voluntarily dedides to convert are needed. All affected par-
ties including Consumer's, shciuld be involved in making the
basic decisiori 'to convert _or not. They aAo should be involved
in developinga plan and setting targetdaies. The decisioh
that a sector has voluntarily decided to convert along with
the ratiohdle should be made public. PUblic hearings which
are authorized under the Metric Conversion Act of 1975.shoui,p1

be hela.for those conversion plans that affect the general
public.

Conversions have occurred' without a Metric Board. For
example, even before the NBS study, the pharmaceutical indus-
try basically converted to the metric system in some of its
internal operations. The automobile industry is proceeding
with metric conversion without the involvement of the U.S.
Metric Board.. The wine and distilled spirits industry like-
wise has planned and coordinated its conversion without the
Metric Board.

Some aspects of these conversions have not benefited
everyone as much as possible, but without compulsory powers
the Metric. Board might not have been able to solve-these
problems. The Board was not provided any such powers.
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States

State governments generally adopted a wait-and-see atti-
tude about converting, although many support conversion.
In discussions with State officials, we. found little agree-
ment, even among departments within Statesabout_when,-where,'
andhowconversionshouldtakeplace within State governments'.

Most States believe that their metrication effortse'would.
be facilitated.if the U.S. Government would establish' target
dates for voluntary conversion, provide financial and techni-
cal assistance to States, change all.Federal laws, that specify
use of the customary system and develop a national metrication
-plan: Slightly more than 50 percent Of the States also be-
lieve that making conversion mandatory with established dead-
lines'woUld help. States convert.

We identified five States which passed legisiktion promoT7
.ing metrication. A few. others have.proposed:Metric.legislation.

but it had not been passed. Most of the.States, however,' had
not seer Nit to-introduce or amend' laws to support'converSiOn.:

Metric conversion is seen by many /State governMents as.
a noncrisis-oriented, expensive activity with very few
near-term benefits. They also question the wisdork.of.,pnoceed-

.ing into conversion out of phase with other States, thereby;
=eating a confusing and possibly dangerous etrironment for-,

rinterstate travelers and those engaged:in intestate commeree.
Stateg fear becoming a "metric island" among othe' nonmetrrC
neighboring Stat ;'("

Any Federal metric activity thouldibe Cdorplina ed vulth
7 s

25,4.

D.0

Education

The Office of Education, Department of.Health, Education,
and Welfare, has been involved in metric edution since0.972.
Programs funded by the Office of Educatl.onjrathve.been designed
to develop metric eddcation instructional materials in voca-
tional; technical, and adult edUcationtand-iea6her trpining
materials for people with sight handicaps,.ereading,dif.fitul
ties, and other learning 'deficiencies; ,

4Other funded programs were directedtowsrd tieveloPin4'
working models which States and territories, bould Use'rn the
transition to metric education and planning,,hoWthe NatiOn's
educational institutions can best prepare''Amerians to under- j

stand and use metrics. Those programswere supported4y. the.
Office of Education through funds not specifically apge
priated for metric education--elementarMtechnioal, ad lt.
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and research funds.. Legislationi-passed in August 1974, how-
ever, specifically provided9for metric education grants in
fiscal years 1976, 1977, and f979: A:total of $6.3 million
was appropniated for this grant program. It appears that
before additional funds for_metrio education are considered,
the education effort shOulbe examined and put into phase
with whatever metrication plans and:efforts exist in indus-
try, Government,:.recreati n, merchandising, and other sectors.

Educators stated that the, metric system is easier to
learn-and teach, and results in fewer errors.,It has been
stated that teachers would have more time for other educa-
tional efforts because metrics can be learned more quilkly,
but we did not find a,consenSus on this.

schocas the trend is towardmetrics as children
are.beipl-taught thejtetric system throughoUt the Nation,
A11....AtatAcTUcation,09,encies.supported metrication. In fact,

'13 States ,had set 198,P as the target year for the school sys-4 ?.
°tems4ita.those. States'to:be teaching predominantly in the
metric s H6isyer,-this trend may be harmful because
:SuCh:dat s_hav6nOt'been coordinated with any other conver-
..411on:-actiyity -.our 'economy or society or with an anticipated
need. Thus.,t,ere.,May be. a- generation of children who were

eduCated 41-imetric trying to function in .the cus-
totfiary, Sy tem in40e United States.

.pCT.heiliiqu'estionlherefore arises. as to how. much each school
M/SteirC'ihould.;teitlit;ancrwben. It is obvious, that some metric
educwaion:. is advisable. wState edbcation agencies' views
differed on how..ionq,:_a'ptoiiod of dual.measurement capability
-would.be*Oeded,byAtbdents. Depending on the long-range.
.metri,*/on timettble.Of,some industries and the possibility

t.SOmi'ectneAti'of'tht:eVOnomy. would not. convert at all
der 4:v ludtary p61,icy;,it.is likely that the customary

-System'\ .uld.need td be tau `ht along with the metric system.
What is,Used predominantlin the community should be the
predomi4ant system taught xn the schoolS. Our educational

" ,.system .needs guidanceolvthe national pcilicy and its.imple-
merttation.

Legal 'implications

4
Aetrica io would require reviewing lawS, regulations,

ordina ces4: Odes at all levels of Government to see
whether'the are r.measurement-sensitive provisions that would
need to aged: This would be. an enormous undertaking.
Under the nt'hatPonal Policy. where there is no commitment
td convertitTwomld be even more. difficult.
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It could be viewed as an opportUnity to make improvements
and eliminate those laws, regulations, ordinances, and codes
which are obsolete or unneeded, but metrication is not nec-
essary to make such changes. The process would entail the
expenditure of a considerable amount of time and money, and
much,confusion would result if some legal provisions_were
converted, and othets were not.

Various officials in the private sector have been con-
cerned that jointly plan }ied metrication activities could
subject participants to law suits under the Sherman Anti-
Trust'Act. The Department of Justice has provided guidance
on steps industries can follow when carrying out their met-
ricatidn activities. (See ch. 29.')

BENEFITS

Ascribed benefits of metrication are not as closely
related to metrication as they are claimed to be. Most are
goals which have previously existed and have been achieved to
varying degrees under the current system. Although proponents
view metrication,as the vehicle to achieve them (to a greater
degree). It is'doubtful that many of these benefits would
be achieved-through metrication without incurring cost ?. which
would partially or wholly offset or even exceed the v-ene of
the benefits. Also, certain benefits,,such,as increased
standardization and rationalization of;consumer products,
might be unattainable without the imposition of Government
laws and regulations.

.

The often ascribed benefit that the metric system is
easier to use.and results in fewer errors is generally but not
universally accepted. There was some disagreement from small
businesses. The value of such a benefit cannot be determined
but it,may be one of the. few direct benefits of metrication.

-Both the proponents and'opponents have expressed con-
cern over the effect conversion would have on U.S. trade add
relations with'foreign'-countries. HDwever, the effect's
of metrication are not as clear cut .as either the proponents
or opponents contend. We could not determine from available
sources the extent to which U.S. trade will be affected,
either in the short or long term, by a decision to become
predomin4ntly metric or to remain predominantly customary,.
The effects of metrication in promoting or deterring trade
are presently considered by the firms we contacted to be
relatively insignificant, and companies in the forefront of
metrication,appear to be pursuing conversion for reasons
other than a possible favorable impact on trade.
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A majority of large businesses believed conversion NAT
would

d
.facilitate trade because a common measurement language ould'

come into use.' Trade is also facilitated where the same:

language is used. But an even larger majority indicated they
did not expect any significant change in either exports!ort..
impar-ts as a result-of conversion. A_ majority of the firmS1
cited factors, such as competitive prices, high product
qudlity, superior technology, and good reputation and
.bility as being of major significance in promoting expOnS.
Thedesign and manufacture of products and engineering stand-
ardsineither.metric or customary units were not considered,
to be a significant trade factor..

Some,view metrication as an opportunity to improve
production efficiencies, facilitate technological advances
and make other worthwhile change's. While metrication could I
provide the opportunity or vehicle for such chapges, there &s
no assurance of achieving them. Also, it generally was undi7
terminable whether the cost of metrication Would be offset by
the value of the ascribed benefits. Of greater. importance
was the fact that most, if not all, desired changes could be
achieved under the present measurement system.

These benefits could also occur with the replacement of
obsolete equipment and facilities or when other changes
occur. If equipment or facilities are subjected to premature;
obsolescence because of metrication, this would increase the
metrication cost. Any increased efficiencies due to new
equipmegi would have to be weighed against the cost of.the
change to determine whether or not metrication would result
in a net benefit.

Whenever the question of metrication benefits is brought
up throughout the metric movement, increased standardization
and rationalization,is given as the answer. Standardization
occurs when the number Of standard items and products in-

creases. Rationalization occurs when a limited see of product
sizes in a rational series is established. Eventually all
sizes not in the series are eliminated, generally resulting
in a,reduction in the number of sizes. ,

Present sizes have developed over the yearsdn the
marketplace to meet demand. For some products, industry
officials believe that most of these sizes meet theil
needs. - Substantial standardization and rationalization
has been achieved under the present customary sygtem and is
a continuing goal.

There is little doubt that increased standardizati6n
and rationalization could result in benefits, but the costs
of achieving these ascribed benefits* are unknown. Increased
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standardization and rationalization could be achieved using
ouy customary system, but.proponents view metrication as an
opportunity or vehicle to achieve the results. However,
metrication would result in dual inventories of customary-
and metric-diz 'terns for a considerable amount of time,
particularly 1 hose industries where- equipment has a long
life and spare its have o be maintained: This would be
a very critical problem f r many industries, suppliers, and
retailers and would cost an undeterminable amount. Only
after the period of du inventories has elapsed would it
be known whether increased standardization.and rationaliza-
tion has resulted and at what costs. Also, if metrication
occurs, many standards will have to be reviewed aesubstantial
cost in time and money.

There is little assurance of achieving increased
standardization and rationalization because the use of stand-
ards and the selection of product size is generally on a
voluntary basis in, the United States. Some other countries
have more control. over standards and the size of products.
.Also, there is little assurance that 'a new proliferation of
sizes would not Occur even if initial standardization and ra-
tionalization can be achieved. It appears'that Government'
controls. might be required to help ensure that standardization
and rationalization.would be achieved'and maintained. We
believe this generally would te,oebosed by the American people
and industry.

Some persons claim that consumers will benefit because
the metric system/is easier to understand and price compari-
sons will be easier to make. The premise ,that price Compari
sons could be made easier depends on the wir,lingness:and abil-
ity of producers to change to rational'seriOvot Sizes. 'It is
quite likely that changes togovernmen04.0 and regulations
would be needed to ensure .thatrational.patkage sizes'would
be used. For some' containers, such as cans, size conversions
'would require a considerable expense that quite likely would
bepassed on to consumerS'in.the form of higher prices.

. .

It may be, the increased use of unit pricing would
.

.

be of greater benefit to consumers than converting many sizes
t o metric. Unit pricing would facilitate,price-comparisons'
and be easier to understand. Unit pricing is not dependent
o n the.,use of standard or rational sizes, which can be diffi-
cult and,cost y to a'hieve, and would permit producers tcr,

)make their pr ducts in sizes relating tdDtheir needs.
.

.

There is no compelling reason for many consumer products
and sports tocOnvert. For most consumer products and for

.

activities such ap sports, no major benefits would.orcur to
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either producers or consumers by converting to the metric
system. Many consumer products are not exported to other
countries; producers of those that are seem to have little
problem-with the measurement system used. Other counkties
exporting products to the United States change the sizes of
their products to U,S. sizes when necessary.

COSTS

The total cost of metrication for the United States has
not.been deterMined, and it apPears'that it is difficult to
develop a valid estimate. Australia, Canada, and the Milted
Kingdom were unable to do this toi their conversions. the
3-year NBS Study Oublished_in 1971 also was ullablle to provide
such a figure.

Proponents have claimed that while costs would be'in-
curred to convert,'the costs of not converting would be
greater. These latter costs are viewed as opportunities lost
by not converting. As difficult as it. is to determine the
cost of conversion, it would be even more difficult to esti-
mate the cost.of not converting;

Generally, the initial metrication cost estimates for
a company have been higher than the actual-cost. This
seems to occur becabse an organization's initial. reaction
to metrication is that many. machines, other assets, and
supplies will have to be replaced. However, once:a de-
cision to convert. is made and suborganizations are told
that they are to absorb the cost or a central body is
appointed to .review all claimed metrication costs, the
next cost estimate invariably is less. They take courses,

!.of actions which minimize the conversion cost. This.is
not to say that the costs are not large or that they would
outweigh potential benefits or vice versa. Generally the,
necessary cost information is unavailable to make such
a determination.

Most businesses that are converting told us they did not
keep track of metrication costs .but just absorb them in their
normal operations. Cost information is considered pro-
prietary by, most firms, and therefore, metrication cost
data was seldom released to us even when available; However,
the majority of firms believed that metrication costs would
be substantial. Our review showed that whatever the coats,
they generally will be passed on to the consumer.

If metrication can be phased into an operation under a
normal replacement program, the cost would be much than
if items have tobe replaced earlier" than normal just to
make them jetric. Also, if a conversion kit is used or a
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part replaced rather than Teplacing the entire item; the
cost is much ess. This is assuming:some outside force or
pressure.does not dictate conversion at an inopportune time
or manner. An example of thiS would l .if a major Customer
required all its suppliers to provide metric. products and
suPpliesT--A-supplier-probably. r,,uld not afford to lose this
major customer's business, and would have to convert some,
if not all, operations to Metric and replace equipment before
its useful life had expired.

.

lb
.

.

,

Soiqe of the major cost areas include training and edu-_

cating:people; converting computer systems, data.bases, and
standards; changing laws, regulations, ordinances, and codes;
maintaining dual inventories; purchasing hand tools changing
product sizes;'.and familiarizing consumers with meikeiC terms.

Personnel would have to be trained, but the costs can
be minimized'by providing only what is needed, to those wh
need to know, and when they need to know 1,X. But some seg
ments of organized labor want a much broader training progra
for-all workers. Metrication could result in decreased
productivity temporarily as employees accidaint themselves_
with the new terminology and product sizes.

State education authorities feel that metric education
can be _incorporated into the school program atalittle cost
after teachers are trained. However, costs fob travel to
training sessions, payment of substitute teachers %hide.
regular teachers are being trained, and stipends td4hteachers
for additional time in training and purchase of materials,
could be substantial. On the other hand, in-the classroom,
metric instructional materials and textbooks, can be provided
at little or so 'expense as expendable materials are replaced
and textbooks are obtained during a normal replacement cycle.

4

In additiOn to formal education, there would also be a
cost for a public information.program which would have to be
conducted both on a national and local level by all segments
involved in cuverting both in theapublic and private sectors.
They all woulorhave a responsibility in educating consumers
12 understanding and using the metric system.

,,. Conversion of computer systems and data bases, .along with
-other adminidtrative-material; could be a significant cost,
but there is very little metrication experience in this area
to date.

It is generally recognized that converting existing
Aptandards or developing new metric standards would be costly'
and time consuming. We were not able to obtain an overall
estimate of how much these costs would be.
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It is generally agreed. that for many industrieS the
.cost of maintaining dual inventories of customary- and metric-
size parts for many years will be significant. Many indus-
tries would want the shortest feasible conversion period_to
shorten. the period of dual inventories. Others would want
to extend the conversion period in order to alleviate some--
of the costs of equipment adjustments and replacementS by
having the changes take place at an opportune time =generally
when a change would hiVe to be made for other reasons, such
as replacement due to obsolescence or worn -out equipment.

In some cases, workers', metric tools have been provided
by the employer.. These costs would be passed onto customers
in the form. of higher prices,=-'for.products or. services. In
other cases, workers must purchase their own tools, the cost
of which then becomes a tax dedUctible 'tem to-the extent
permitted. Government subsidies have be n proposed Sy some
for the purchase of metric tools needed y U.S. workers.
this case the cost would be passed onto he taxpayer.

Metrication would require reviewing laws, regulations,
ordinances, and codes at all levels of government in the.
United States to see wheeler:there are measurement - sensitive
proVisions that would need.to be Changed: This would be an
enormous undettaking. It could be viewed as an opportunity
to mak provements and eliminate those laws, regulations,
ordina and codes which are obsolete or unneeded. However,

eth pr s would entail the expenditure of a. considerable
amount time and money.

COSTS.LIE WHERE THEY FALL °

One of the principles.ofmetricaticimadopted.by all the
converting countries was to let, the coSts lie where they fall.
In other words, metrication would not be subsidized. There
were' some exceptions to this policy:. The'policy was recom-.
mended in the 1971 NBS metric. study and has.been adopted in-
ternally by Most'conVerting'firms. Many firms have adopted
this printipletby requiring' suborganizations to absorb met
rication costs in their budget6 and operations. If a sub-.

organization, firm, or industry knowS it will have to absorb
the costs, there is a tendency to keep the costs down to
remain coMpetitive. However, in most cases it appears the'
costs-will be passed on to the customer.

.

If F?ederalfipancial assistance is available, there could
be a disincentive to control.costs because someone else, in
this case, the. taxpayer, would be picking. up the tab. A number

induitries indicated adeSire for Federal financial assist-.
iarice in their conversion efforts. However, this would likely
proliferate because once one sector is granted assistance,

66
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undoubtedly others will want assistance also. Already there
has been some discussion about the need for assistance for
the scale and apparel industries, small businesses, and
labor. The 1975 Act did not establish, a cost policy and
did not provide for Federal financial assistance. Some of
the converting countries, all of whom had a national commit-
ment-tb-metrication, did provide some financial assistance.
Two of the four converting countries that we were able to ob-
tain information on, granted exemptions to taxes on th'e pur-
chase of equipment relating to conversion on the premise
that the Government should not increase its revenues through
conversion. Also, Canada provided financial aid for certain
workers' metric tools. f

We believe that the principle of having costs lie where
-they fall should be followed with regard to conversion activ-
ities. If a sector cannot convert without government assis-
tance, then it would appear that it may not be in that sec-
tor's best interest to convert to the metric system.

SAFETY HAZARDS AND ERRORS

Cbncern has been voiced in several areas about safety
hazards occurring during a.metric conversion. One area of
concern is domestic air operations. In the United.State.
all air operations use a standard for. measurement which is
based entirely on. the customary system. The U.S. aviation
community sees no reason for conversion. Aviation officials
are concerned about safety if the terms used in air,opera
tions ate:converted to a'total metric system. With the num-
ber of aircraft and persons flying today,. we have been told by
those-involved that there might be serious air safety conse-
quences to such a mass conversion.

TheAkalso.has been some Concern raised in the:medical
field about 'satety if all measurement terms are converted
to the international metric system (SI). The medical-field
currently uses' some metric terms that are not accepted in
the international metric system.

The conversion of some home appliances where heat is
involved has raised .some concerns. The'user might confuse
Celsius- and. Fahrenheit terms and touch an appliance that

. was thought to be warM.when.it is actually very hot. The
result might be a serious burn.

industry might have a similar problem with"thermometers
and pressure guages. For example, at an aluminum plant 'a'
control operator set a temperature guage-on.a furnace at a
level which he thought would heat an aluminuM ingot to a
workable temperature. _HoweVer, the guage was in CelsiuS
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rather than in Fahrenheit and instead of a heated ingot, the
inner furnace was covered with molten aluminpm.

We do not know how serious these problems might be, t;

but they are concerns 'that would have to be dealt with in,
a metric conversion,

METRICATION LESSONS LEARNED BY
OTHER COUNTRIES

Regardless of the differences in physical and economic
characteristics and types of governments Olittween the countries
that have converted or are in the process of Converting--
Australia,.Canada, New Zealand, and the United Ki=ngdom - -and
the United States, their experiences could provide valuable
guidance if the United States adopts a national policy to.-
convert, We believe these countries' metrication experiences
have shOwn,tha't certain principles' should be adopted i'f the
United States is to convert to a predominantly metric system
of measure in an efficient and economical manner' and within
an optimum period of time.

A firm Government commitment is the principal lesson.on
which the other'lestons'are based and all. four countries
agreed that it is the underlying necessary prinCiple of metri-
cation. The prinbiples or lessons learned' and the CurrOhf
position in the United. States,are as follOwsl.

Lessons learned by
other countries

(1) A clear and firm Govern-
ment commitment to convert
is necessary:to achieve a
°successful conversion.

(2) A central body should be
establiihed early, shortly
after the national commit-
!dent is made, to plan and
coordinate the conversion
and. inform the various
sectors and the public of
metric activity..
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Status in the
United States

The United States has
not adopted this
policy, and there is

. much'confuOon as to
whether the United
States is Committed
to.a metric America.

The Metric Board had
'not become fully ope a-
tional--over 2 years
after the passage of
the 1975 Act--at the
time this report went
to print.
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Lessons learned by
other countrie's

(3) A well-developed plan
must be prepared and
effectively implemented.

(4) Atsuccesful voluntary
conversion must even-
tually become mandatory
through laws and regu-
lations, etc., in order
that the metrication
firogram can be completed.
Necessary exceptions
hould be permitted.

(5) An overall target date
must be established for
!the country by the Gov-
ernment, and specific
target dates must be
established for the
Oarious sectors by those
Wected.-

(6) he public(must be ad-
guately informed and
ducated, and r ponses
tu4 be Made-t pnsumer

ncerns. COO Aion
b.f the retail`' tor is
the most difficulft and
must receive.special
attention.
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Status in the
United States

There is no national
plan and should not
be under the current
law and national
Policy. HOwever,
there is some coordi-
nation being done by
the American National
Metric Council, but
most of it is. very
preliminary;

The 1975 Act did oot..c,
contain and the U.S

BoardMetric oard does not
have any compulsory
powers.

No overall target date
exists for conversion
in the United States.

These are some of the
responSibilities of
the Metric Board.
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Lessons learned by
other countries

(7) The principle of letting
costs lie where they
fall should be adopted
if at all possible. All
the foreign countries did
this, although a few made
some exceptions.

(8.) The use of the Govern-
ment's purchasing power

. greatly facilitates
the conversion. (Gov-
ernment should be care-
ful that it does not
pick up the tab'for an
inordinate amount of
private enterprise's
metrication costs.)

(9) The conv&Aion,of cer-
tain sectors, such, as
sports and weather
reporting, is an expel-
lent means of educating
the,public.

Status dn the
United States

To date there are no
Federal metric assis-
tance programs and
none prouided for in
the Metric Conversion
Act of 1975. However,.
about $6.3.mill.ion has
been provided for metric
education grants.

Using procurement by the
Federal Government as a
means to effect conver-
sion is one of the sub-
jects mentioned in the
1975 Act that the U.S.
Metric Board may examine.

The National Weather
Service has a plan to
do just this regard-
less of the current
national policy. Some
sports, notably field
and track and swim-
ming,.are using the
metric system because
world records'are in
the metric system.
Under the current na-
tional policy, it would
seem inappropriate to,

7'convert weather and
sports for educational
AJurposes.



Lessons learned by
other countries

(10) Avoid dual labeling
(in both metric and
the previous system)
whenever possible, and
keep the time period
of dual usage to .a
minimum.

Status in the
United States

Many consumer food prod-
ucts are dual labeled.
The Metric Board could
encourage the adoption
of this policy by those
that decide to-volun-
tarily convert, but it
would be more approp-
.riate under a national
program with a firm
Government commitment.

To assist firms and other organizations in the prepar-
ation of materials and products used for distribution or
sale to the public, Canada established the capability to
review proposed material for accuracy of metric terminology
and permitted the use of their logo on approved material.
This assures 'the public that the metric data is accurate.
It is not intended to serve as an endorsement of the product.

Consumer or public reaction to metrication has been a
major force in determining whether a conversion to the metric
system can be successful in:these countries. Experience
has shown that if conversions of some yonsumer products
are not handled,properly0 adverse consumer reaction results.
Yet,. these countries have also found that when consumers

-view metrication as not being harmful to their interests,
conversion becomes a "non-event." Itmust be kept in mind,
however, that all these' countries had a national commitment
by the Government to convert to the metric system.

In the United Kingdom, government officials, as well as
industrial, retail, and consumer organizations, wanted to limit
the use of;a-dual system to as short a time Period,/as.pos-'44
sible. This highlighted.the need for statutory.c4toff dateS4,
which the 1976 Weights and Measures Act permits. This was to
be. accomplished by means of government orders which had to. be
approved by Parliament. Essentially, this moved the program
from the voluntary to the mandatory stage.

Orders haVequpeen approved by Parliament fixingdats to
terminate imperial quantities for a number of prepackaged.
.foods, including-sugar, salt, tea, cornflakes, biscuits, and
edible fats. However, orders proposed in. 1978 for nonpackaged
goods, such as loose fruits and vegetables, hardware, textiles,
and floor coverings, were not approved because of public oppo-
sition. It has been reported that the government has abandoned
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its mandatOry conversion program and is reverting to its
voluntary 'Conversion program. Thus, the retail sector in the
United Kingdom is in a very confused state wittOsome items
being sold in metric units and other items remaining in im-
perial units. At this time we do not know whateffect this
action will have on the United Kingdom's conversion program,
but it is apparent that it will be some time before the retail
sector is metric. (See ch. 30.)

USINGBOTH SYSTEMS

Although there is some use of the metric system, the
United States is a predominantly customary country. We be-
lieve Along with most others, that the United States or any
other country cannot effectively operate under a dual system
of measurement. A dual Systemusage about equally divided
(ranging from 40 to 60 percent) between the two systems-=
would be inefficient, uneconomical, and confusing to everyone,
especially the general public. Educators would prOably be
teaching both systems with somewhat equal emphasis. Laws,.
regulations, ordinances, and codes would be a confusing tangle
using both systems.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

No country with a combined economy and population any-
where near the size of the United States has ever converted
to the metric syste% If there is a conversion, the specific
effect it would havon our economy is undeterminable, but
the impact on our society would be great.

There is insufficient evidence to support or refute the
belief that conversion to the metric system by the United
States is inevitable. But a nation or an organization should
not convert simply because metrication is thought to be in-
evitable. However, as more people believe in inevitability
and convert because of this belief, metrication then becomes
inevitable. Before embarking on a full7scale national metric
program, sufficient justification, supported by evidence,
must be provided to the American people.

Most of the cited metrication benefits are goals which
have always existed and have been achieved to various degrees
under the customary system. Metrication is being 'viewed by
proponents as the opportunity to achieve them (to a greater
degree). However, actually achieving the benefits is ques-
tionable, and-their values are generally undeterminable.

:Km The total cost of metrication is likewise undeterminable,
in of various estimates that have been,cited in the last
deaade by various organizations and individuals. These
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estimates vary widely and often are not based,:onde:tailedi
analyses of the factors involved. They gener4llyate_loid:O
high depending on the conversion experience of:tho4e pro7
'viding these figures and their poTion-on--convertingot no
converting, to. the i$etric system.

However, based on the limited cost atta tha was:avail,
.

able to us and the input. from the various repres ntativet''
from a wide spectrum of organizations throughout the country,
the cost will Abe significant--in-the billions of dollars.
It would seem reasonable that if conversion is warranted,. thi,.
principle of letting the costs lie where they fall stiould,
be adopted. Very likely.if this principle.could not be gen-
erally adhered to and substantial Government financial assist-
ance was, required, then conversion Would not be justified.

.

In order to.have the opportunity to achieve imprOvements
or benefits, the COnversioh.must be a hard conversion, a
change in prOduct dimensions, rather than a soft conversion,
using metric equivalents. However, we question the reason-
ableness of 'Changing the sizes of products where no changes
are needed or justified..

4

Because most countries use the metric system of measure-
ment, the United St9tes cannot deny the existence of the sys-
tem or prohibit its use. It should be noted that the extent
to which each country adopted-and uses the entire interna-
tional (SI) metric system is unknown.

A multitude of factors affect world trade, and the mea-
surement system used.is considered t be of minor importance.
A msfbrity (60, percent) of the largest U.S. industrial busi-
inesses--the,Fortune 500--who responded to our questionnaire
believed conversion would facilitate trade through a common
measurement language, but over 80 percent indicated they did
not expect any significant chahge in either exports or im-
ports as a result of conversion. A majority of the firms
responding cited factors such as competitive prices, high
quality, superior tedhnology, and good reputation and
reliability as being of major significance in promoting ex-
ports. Engineering standards and the'design and manufacture
of voducts in either metric or customary units were consid-
ered to be of major significance i1 promoting trade by rela-
tively few of the respondents. Less than 5 percent of the,
respondents considered measurement units to be. a major signi-
ficance in deterring trade.

American firms have been trading for centuries with
countries that (1) use various measurement systems, (2)
have different requirements and 1 s that must be complied
with, and (3) speak different ales. We found no
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eVidege-t show-Whether the Nation's trade would be
4gni ly' affected by converting to the metric system

;: a 'remaining with the customary system.

, A Ma' ter-to be considered is whether the demands for'
tetths use .of,t e metric system in world trade ?arrant the ef-

ortancLexpe e needed to convert our day-t4)-day affairs,
suckes'highway speed limits, consumer products, and weather

'.'-zeporting, into metric measures.

Actions by federal agencies, Multinational firms, edu-
:cators, ,and others aided by a general feeling of inevitability

and misstatements about metrication throughout the, country tend
to forge a metric policy for the entire_Nation. . A policy to
convert to the metric system should be made by the representa-
tives of the people--the Congress. It appears to us that
under the present policy and the current trend of events,
the United States will eventually become a predominantly
metric country.

Current policy has been, misinterpreted, and within thig
context attempts have been made to convert to the metric
system. It would seem that as a minimum, beforevoluntarily
deciding to con4Virtr there should be

--a clear understanding of th policy,

--knowledge o'f the costs and benefits involved,

--an assessment of the impact on the sector involved
and any related sectors, and.

--a determination of the impaCt on csinsumers..

Any attempts to arbitrarily increase metrication activity
could seriously undermine existing policy and lead to unne-,
cessary metrication. Due care, therefore, must be'exercised
in carrying out the, policy. ,

02: There is no question-that one system should be predomi-
nant.because the existence of a dual system for any length
of time is impractical, inefficient, uneconomical, and con7
fusing. It is not too late to make thedegision as to which
,-systemds.to be predominant. The decisionas not an easY
one because valid national conversion costs and the value of
any benefits are not available.

Since a decisi6n will affect every American for decades
to'come, we believe the decision, which_ is to continue with
the current policy or change it, should be made by the repre-
sentatiVes'of the people--the Congress.
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We believe that this report will provide valuable
information on,metrication and the issues involved to the
Congiess,the Administration, the U.S. Metric Board, and
to the Americad people.

,
We are making thp following recommendations to the U., S.

Metric Board and the Office of Management and Budget 'to help
implement the current national policy in accordance -with the
1975 Act and its legislative history.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the U.S.. Metric Board:

--Inform tnt American people that conversion is strictly
voluntary and that our national policy does npt favor
the metric system.over the customary system, or vice
versa.

--Ensure that its policies and actions do not advo-
cate or discourage the use of one system.over the
other.

- -Ensure that if a voluntary metrication proposal
is preSented'to the Board, all affeqted parties are
adequately represented in the voluntary decision-
making'process.,

/affect

public hearings on those conversion plans that
/affect-the general public to obtain their comments
which shoulq be considered in fihalizing such plans.

- -Make provisions to handle questions and complaints
by the general public in an expeditious manner.

-Adopt a national metric symbol (logo) to be used
only on materials that the Board ha8 reviewed for
'accuracy and completeness and make the publica '

aware of this designation.

-In planning and coordinating conversion activities
, of U.S. industries involving the adoption of in-.

ternational standards, give consid ration to those
°conversion activities that have taken place, such

° as that of the U.S. fastener industry in its attempt
to achieve (1) adoption of its proposals for interna-
tional standards and (2) the benefits Of standardi-
zation and rationalization.

--Use the experience gained in the conversion of the
wine and distilled spirits industries in reviewing

57 -
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plans for other sectors, especially those involving
consumer products.

- -Develop avenues through which the States may define
their roles and coordinate appropriate voluntary con-
version activities among other States under the current
national policy.

- -Ensure that State education agencies and the U.S
..,Office of Education coordinate the timing of mic
conversion in education so t metric instruction
in schools will be in phase ith 'the needs of the
Nation inorder that time, effort, and money' will
not be expended to develop and teach a.predominantly
metric program to students for a still nonmetric
society. Educators, must be reminded that U.S.
Policy at this time is volatary, which includes
the option not to convert.

- -Consider the information and specific recommendations
contained in the chapters of our report in reviewing
any conversion plans submitted to the Board.

We recommend that the Directdr, Office of Management and
Budget, in working with the U.S. Metric BoaWd:

4

Clarify dor Federal. agencies what they are expected
to dodin regard to planning and coordinating any
increased use of the metric system.

- -Ensure that Federal agencies establish policies
consistent with the intent of the Metric Conversion
Act of 1975 and inform the private sec-tor of Fed-
eral metrication plans whenever appropriate.

--Ensure that federal agencies convert regulations or
mount other metric ion activities when the initi-
ative comes from the sectors which will be affected--
industry, the States, and the general public. fed-
eral agencies should only initiate action when they
can demonstrate that such aCtion is in the NatiOn's
best interest. .

'Jo

--Require that Federal agencies inform the pubic of
the'impact of those conversion actions that effect
them and hold pubnc hearings .to- obtain their comments
which should be considered in any al determination
onsuch actions.

Specific recommendations iertaining to measurement
activities regarding fasteneuditrans ortation, tires,
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C petroleum, State governments, education, beverages, consumer
products, and weather are discussed in the respective chapters
of the report. For the most part, these recommendations are
not included in the text of this executive summary but are
contained in appendix II.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATIONS

In an August 7, 1978, letter commenting on our report.
(see app. I), the U.S. Metric Board's Ad Hoc Committee
(Board) established to comment on our report, stated that
the report contained detailed informatiorr-On the status of
voluntary conversion in many sectors of the economy which
will:be used by the Board,: However, the Board was in dis-
agreement with some aspect's A the report. It stated that:

"The Executive Summary does not seem to,reflect
adequately some of the thoughtful analOes con-
tained in the body .of the Report, and in some
instances the Summary distorts the objectivity
of the body of the Report."

We disagree with this contention and were unsuccessful
in having the Board specifically identify those statements in
the report and the.Executive Summary that support this claim. 1/
The Executive Summary is simply a summary of the material
contained in the body of the report and cannot include all the
detailed analyses.

The Board comm ted that the data obtained vas not eval-
uated in detail is validity,. as acknowledged in the re-
port. Our sta tement regarding the validity of the data refers
only to the information about other countries, which we
obtained from various sources, summarized, and sent to the'
respective Metric Board or Commission of the-four countries
cited in our report with a request for their review and

\commentt. We did not evaluate these responses for their
validity'beCause we would have had to do,detailed.analyses
in all four countries. In the United States-we were able
to deal directly with the responsible indiliduals involved
especiallyin the private sector and did not have to obtain
information through a Government metric board or commission.

*
1/We received an August 14,.1978, letter from a member
of the U.S. Metric Board disagreeing with the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee's comments, particularly the above quoted comment.
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The Board stated that the Summary implies that there is
no national policy now regarding metrication. The Board cites
the policy set forth in the 1975 Act and continues by stating:

"In .a lettqr from the White House to the Executive
Director of the American National Metric Council
on Decelber-31, 1975, President Ford stated:

''ghe Metric Conversion Act of 1975, H.R.
8674, which I signed on December 23, sets
a national policy of converting to the
metric system and established a United
States Metric'Board to coordinate efforts
for voluntary conversion.'-

"The Report states that the national policy is not
generally understood, but by the very creation
of a,Metric Board the Act has provided a mechanism
for minimizing any misunderstanding.

"In passing the Metric Conversion Act of 1975, Con-
gress committed its support for voluntary conversion
'to ametric measurement system and created a Board
to coordinate it. Now that the United .States Metric
Board has been confirmed, with proper staffing and
budgeting, it will help to provide a clear under-
standing of what is involved in metric conversion
and what benefits the country can hope to realis-
tically achieve. Representatives of various sectors
in the economy serve on the Board so that the impact
of voluntary conversion on each will be fully
considered."

The report clearly states that the national policy is not to
prefer one system over the other but to provide for either
to be predominant on the basis of the voluntary actions of
those affected. Our review ofthe legislative history of the
Metric. Conversion Act of 1975 shdwed that the Congress did not
commit itself to conversion to the metric system but' llows
for, conversion by'the.vluntary actions of those affe ted.
Congressional intent is established by the Congreds a d not
by a letter from the White House to .a metric organization
incorrectly stating thal, the act set a national policy of
converting tothe metric system. The quoting of such letters,
especially by the Metric Board, adds to, not minimizes,,,the
misunderstanding of our national policy.

The Metric Board's responsibility under the act is to
devise.and carry out a broad program of planning, coordina-
tion, and public education, consistent with other national
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policy and interests, with the aim of implementing the policy
set forth in the act.' It is to serve as a focal point for
voluntary conversions to the metric system. The Board is not
to advocate metrication gut is,to assist various sectors
when, and if, they choose to' convert.

As pointed out by 'the Board, this report contains infor-
mation that will be used by the Board. We believe this infor-
mation will be, beneficial and hope that the information on
.benefits and costs and advantages and ,disadvantages contained
in the various chapters shgx ld be provided to,the public in
the Board's public inform tion programs.

With respect to cost, the Board pointed out that:

"Conversion to metric can be discussed both from
, the position of advantages and disadvantages, as
treated in the Report. The question of cost,
'however, cannot be easily quantified, because
the Report fails to point outthat conversion
costs are a one time investment, while benefits'
are continuous. It fails to provide adequate
analysis to support the contention that' 'con-
version would be enormously expensive.'"

One of the ascribed disadvantages frequently attributed,
to metric conversion is that it would be enormously expensive.
This is one of the generally ascribed disadvantages ag,well as
advantages "mentioned in the report and discussed more fully
in chapter 3. .We found this:was one of the principal arguments
used in discussing the issue of metrication. For example,
estimates given in the legislative debate on the Metric Act
reached up to $100 billion, 'and the National Federation of
Independent Businesses advised that the major portion of the
cost would be passed,on to the consumer. Costs may be a one-
time significant investment over a long period of time, but asshown in our beverage case study, consumers pay an increased
cost every time they buy that product.

With respect to benefits, the results of our review
,showed that few benefits could be directly attributable to
metrication. There is no assurance that the ascribed advan-
tages (benefits) can be achieved and most, if achievable,
could be accomplished under the customary system. The Board
offered no support for benefits to be achieved by converting
to the metric system.

TheBoard stated that the status of metric' conversion
in other countries should be updated to reflect current con-ditions. This information is current as the informatidh was
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obtained froM these countries in 1978.- The Only exception'
was the PUblic reaction. againstconversioh.in the United
Kingdom which occurred when many retail areas, such as fruits
and vegetables, hardware, and floor coverings and tiles, were
sthedUled for conversion.very recently.

,41 The Board in its Comments cited the following general
belief

",The fact that the United States is the only
major nation -not converted to the use 'of the
Metric system has led leaders in:industry, labor,
government, and the consumer movement to recog--
nize that metrication is in the best interests
of the United States in the long run: Their
voluntary metric actions are in .response to this-
international situation and are not occurring
because of the so-called 'inevitability syndrome.'
Therefore contrary to what the SuTmary. recommends
no action is tonsidered'necessary.to combat the
so-called 'inevitability syndrome,' nor should
this lead us to ignoringdomestic and international
realities. A clearer definition of this syndrome
shduld:be provided to distinguish between the
United States when interfacing with other nations
versus factors affecting the United'States in
its'internal.operatiOns."

The fact' that many companies are converting beCause they
believe conversion is inevitable is Supported by our questiOn-,
naires and direct contact with knowledgeable industry repre-
sentatives. As explained in the report, the inevitability
syndrome, coupled with the ripple, effect, generates an atmos-
phere of conversion to the metric system which appears to be.
unwarranted.

Concerning the statement that labor has recognized that
metrication is in the best interest'bf the United.States_i
the long run,- we are not aware Of.,i major'international u
or affiliate of'the AFL-CIO.that has.made such a statement:.

If a.company wishes to trade ina country, it must
conform to the regulations of that country which may.Cover
langUage, labels, sizes, and so on. As officials f the
U.S. Office of the Special Representative:for Trade informed
us, measurement has not been defined as a trade barrier.
.Alsouthe use of metric measures could facilitate trade,
but it is:ribt a significant factor as reported in the 19.71
NBS study and substantiated by our work.-

A majority of large businesses believed conversion
would facilitate trade because a common measurement language
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would come into use. Trade is also facilitated where the
same language is used. But an even larger majority indicated
they did not expect any significant change in either exports
or imports ab a result of conversion. A majority of the
firms cited factors, such as competitive prices, high prodtict
quality, superior technology, and good reputation and relia-
bility, as'being of major significance in promoting exports.
The design and manufacture of products and engineering stand-
ards in either metric or customary units were not considered
to be a significant trade factor :'

'nth respect to consumer concerns, the Board stated
thatC"'

"The Metric Board recognizes that there is
concern on the part of some consumers regard=
ing metric conversion. This takes many form's,
'including the use of metric measurements in
day-to-day living and,in the market place with
such factors as package sizing, and price in
relation to metric units. ongoing public
information and awareness" am will have
high priority for Board co' eration. As the
Report states, the public must betadequately
informed and offered useful education and appro-
priate responses must be made available for
consumer concern."

.,.

We agree and 'believe this. report will help to properly informthe consumers- -all Americans"Of the advantages and disadvan-tages of metrication. Any public information nd awareness
program conducted by the Board.shauld inform he publiC ofthe potential benefits and costs involved.

J

thethe Board stated that:
, ..

-."The United States Metric.Board will study the
relative merits of various alternatives and
if it deems that any changes. in the Present
Law are necessary it will so recommend toCOn7 ,

grets and. the President in its Annual Report."
. .

.

.

.

We trust this report will assist thT2congreas, the 'Ad -'ministration, the U.S.Metric Board, and-all'Americans,in.becoming familiarqwith.whatats :involved if metric conversiontakes place in the United States.



APPENDIX I

UNITED STATES METRIC BOARD
Magazine Building - Sults 301

'1815 North Lynn Street
Arlington, VA 22209

Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

APPENDIX I

The United states Metric Board appreciates the opportunity
to comment on the extensive General Accounting Office study
on "Weighing the Arternativesi Should the United States Adopt
the Metric System?"

-'The body of: the report contains detailed information on,the
-*status of voluntary conversion in many sectors of the economy
and the information will be used by,the' United States Metric
BoarA. While there are areas of disagreement between the

Unite States. Metric Board and the GAO Report,:there'is no
-desire to ..be disaggleeable:about it Nor can the'Board be
unduly conternedabautits oWn,popularity while it devotes
its best effort to this most serious and worthy subjeCt.

The Executive' Summary does not seem to reflect adequately
some of the thoughtful analyses contained in the, body of the

.RepOrt, and in some instances the Summary distorts the
objectivity of the body of the Report.

It is understandable that the scope of the Study, wa's limited

as are all'studies of 'this nature: 'It is. important to note;
however,, that the data obtained was not evaluated in detail.

for its validity, as acknowledgedsin the body of the Report.
Also noisampIes.of questionnaires or other measuring devices
were included in the main Report, and we believe the value
of the Report Would-be enhanced if such references were
covered. Each section of the Report has,been reviewed in

depth by members of the UnitedStatea Metric Board and de-

tailed comments be submitted toGA(5,on or befOre Au-
gust; 21. The f011owing comments are directed primarily to

the,Executive Summary°,

°The. Summary implies that there is no national policy now.
..regarding metrication. /et, as the Report itself points out,
in quoting fibm the Metric Conversion Act of 1915:

.
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APWIDIX I
Honorable Either B. Staats

I.
"***thewpolicy of the ,United States shall be.
to coorilinateand plan the increasing use of
the metric system in the United States and
to establish a Unite&States Metric Board to
coordinate the.voluntay conversion tothe
metric systemr,",

2

In a letter from TheA1White House to tbeExectitive?birector
the American National MetricAouncil on December 311 1975,
President Ford stated:

"The Metric C ersilpn Act oe41975, H.R. 474,:,
which'I signedon December 23, sets a national
policy of converting to the metric system'and
established a United

for
Metric Board to

coordinate efforts for voluntary, conversion." ?,

The. RepOrt states that the national pdAcy is not enerally
,understood, but by the very creation of a Metric Board the

, ing. r.A
Act has provided a- mechanism for minimiz40..any a

In passing the Metric Conyerslon ACt of 19:15, Congress commi.tte
its support for VoluntaiwOonversion to a 'predomirkantlYlmetEid
measurement' system an'd created a BOard to coorlitPate
that the United States Metric Board has been confil dyNith
proper staffing"gnd help'tdrovi'esa'clear
understanding of ,what; is involved 'in e'tridcormiersion and \. f%%

what benefits the country can-hope 4to reaj.iitie51 achiVe.
'Representatives of various 'sebtors in theecoromy,serire one' :%-%1-
the Board so that the impact of voluntary cotholereion on eachr" y
will be fully oonsiaeied, ,-/ -

4,,. ,.: * : . r1
dConversfbn td,,,, metric can be discuss, both/from the pbsition'

of advantages 'and disadvantageS, as treated in the Report:*,
The question of "cost, however, Oannotbe easily quantified,
bedause the. Report fails to ,point out that cgpversion costs
are,a,one .time investment, while ,benefits. gentinuous., It
fails to provide. adequate analysis to'suppor4.the contention
thatyconversion would be enormously .0bensive." A part of
the :United States-Metric Bbard responsibility is to inyestiqate
fully the costs and benefits involved so that any change can
-be economically and efficiently accomplished.4

The Executive Summary-vmments'on the status of metric Con-
version in-Other countries. "This shoold' be updated to reflect
current conditions. 6 Of course, a United States Metric Board
most remain current, in all such matters ".

1 /The. Board stated. it inadv,ertently,-dsed the word "p'redomi--
nantly" and requested'that it be deleted.
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onorable Elmer B. Staats Page 3

'The. fa00ii&hat the United States is the only major nation not
ertdIrto the useof the metric :system has led leaders
dustry, labor, goVernment and the Consumer-movement to
raze .:that metrication is in the best interests-of.the
ed States In _the long run. Their voluntary. metrieactiona

are in response to this'international situation,and,_are not
occurring because, of the-sO-called "inevitability syndrome.' : -.
Therefore, contrary to what the Summary recommends, no action
is consideted necessary to Combat the so- called "inevitability
,syhdrome," nor should this lear'ps,tO'ignoring domestic and::
international realities: A clearer definition of this syndroMe*
should be provided to distinguish between the United States.--
when interfacing with other'mationSversus. factors affecting
the United StateS in its internal Operations."

The Metric Board recognizes°that there is concern on the
part of some consumers' regarding metric conversion. This
takes many forms, including the'use of metric measurements
in day-to=day living and in the market place with suchfactors:'
as package sizing, and price in relation to metric units.
An ongoing public information and awareness-program will have
high priority for Board consideration. As the Reportstates,
the public must be adeguatelYinformed'and offereduteful,
education. aidappropriate responses Must be made'availablie
for consumer concern.- The Act clearly defines the,responi-
sibility Of the Board on this. matter, and any action to
contravene this can be interpreted as an effortto deprive
the public of. facts concerning the metric: system and its
application.

GAO note: Materiral:has been .deleted'beoause of *hanges in
final report.

t

The Repor't suggests that,decisionswhich affect so many
people in our country should bemade,bythe representatives
of the people - the Congress. In passing the Metric Conversial
Act of 1975, and the',Education Amendments Act of 1974,
Congress has done just that.-

\The United States.Metric,Board will study the relative merits
of various alternatives-and_if it deems that any changes in ,

the present lAtiq are necessary it will so recommend to Congress
and the President in its Annual Report. .
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APPENDIX Imo,

Page

In considering the Metric Act, the Congress. gave this subject
. -thoughtfulconsideration and careful analysiS before passir
,:e,theAct overwhelmingly. Wisdom reasons that it deserves ah

opportunity to function in the besj. intereet§.of all Unite
States citizens; Under such circumstances the Metric Actf. is a careful statement of. Con ressional,intent.

We hppe the above comments will be hel.pful to you in re-
vising the Executive Summary.

Sinc

Copy: Dr.
Dr.

L.
M.

F. Polk
E. O'Hagan

Sate igroe Roger E. Tra
Co -Ch4iirpers rs,
Ad Hoc Committee
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-:JIECOMMENDATINeNOT CONTAINED I

TEXT OF THE:BXECUTIVE SUMMA

cnOTt CdMMEODATIONS TO THE
SECRETARy'OF. NOPUTATION

Because-of loast Actions by the Department, the importance
that the voluntt y'aspect ofeoui-currerit national policx,be
complied with, and Departmental metrication activities ay
adversely affect the Nation, we. recommend the Department'Of
Transportationadopt metrication policies, change regulations
to metric specifications, or mount. metrication activities
only when the initiative comes from the sectors which will
be affected--inddetry, the Statts, and the genefal public
In such cases, the Department should inform the public of
the impact Of those conversion actions -that effect them and
hold public hearings to obtain their comments which should
be considered in any final determination on such actions.

CHAPTER 13-- RECOMMENDATION TO THE
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

To help ensure that the measurement terms,ausegr autO
mobile tires are those consumers are most famillik wtth, we
recommend 'that the National Highufay Traffic Safely-Administra-
tion be -dted to reevaluate the'requirement,that P-metric
tires, sh' e mqtric unitsas the predominant measurements
On tire s ails. in seleing the measureOent terms to be
used, the. ety-Administi419RshOuld Condider whether it is
to consumers' interests tod6nVeft'teire consumer information

44.
to metric.. Uniform reqUirellieht*OhOuld be established for
all automobile-passenger car tttiti

CHAPTER 14-RECOMMENDATIONS

10 Gasoline pump computers may,have todbe changed beclil e `II *
of the-increasing unit price perallon. Therefore, we recom-
mend,that the U.S. Metric Board advise the petroAum industry
Of the,conversion plans, if any, of-other related 'consumer
products., The petroleum industry then can plan for the volume'

. unit price change to the quart or liter depending on what
measuring system other consumer products will be sold by.

recommend that,the Secretaries of Commerce and
report to the Congress what :ictions need to be taken

4 6'
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AppOir. III
to provide adequate available .air service to, insure tire
safetyl-and longevity tdqthe general public, particularly
since the tire industry began introducing metric tires.

CHAPTER 24--RECOMMENDATIONTO THE SECRETARY
OF HEALTH,-EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Wp recommend that the Office of Education be,directed to
clarify its publications and ether communicatirns regarding
metric education to show that the U.S. polidy-is one of volun-
tary conversion. It should also encourage schools to time
their progren.to predominantly metric instruction to conform
to the, conversion trends of industry, government, ,and other'

. sectors in the communities_ where students will live and work.

CHAPTER 26-RECOMMMENDATIONS TO THE
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

view o-f the difficulties in convertinq -wine in-
dustry's records into customary, units for the ose of de-
termining Federal tax liabilities and the likelfildba-tht
similar problems will occur in the distilled spirott's
we recommend that when appropriate the Secretarx'

/4 the Congress amend the Internal Revenue Code tea;
distilled spirits on the basis of petric cadantf

To ease the wine and distilled spirits i
bordkeeping burden,the Secretar ould revi
statistical reporting requirein onvert
ric when appropriate. AP: '.,

c:

The Secretary should also
program ;to better inform condi;

!phanges being mide to ,wines a

, he ,Secretary-should require the Director, BLIteau,11
ol, Tobacco an&Firearms, to reevaluate the metric-

ainer sizes adopted for distilled. .54
ion should be given to replacii

the 200-milliliter sizes for distilke
'=which Would facilitate price compariso
'consumer needs.

its. Specific con-
"1.75-liter and
is with sizes
nsistent with



APPENDIX III

CHAPTER''' 28-- RECOMMENDATION' -TO
.THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

APPENDIX III

We recommend that the Secretary instruct the National
Weather Service to delay implementing the pi9posed plan for
metrication of weather reporting until there/is a cleat pub-
lic demand or a firm national decision teconvert to the
metra,q_slistem.
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